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This study investigates the factors which might influence health profcssiollJi~. dl,.:1:;HQI 
whether or not to discuss with older adults the implications of their progrcssivL ;jl, :'ilO, \ 
problems (derr::ntia). Previous research suggests that few older adults with ;1, di,l:"':.'· 
of dementia are infviTi1cd vfthcir diagIl0sis (RicE &. \\Tarncr, 1994: \AToll f, ''1.'V\JU\.i:, \t,,-
Reid, 1995). Whilst one study fOllnd that the majority of people with dementia ;;,lId that 
they wished to know their diagnosis (WolfT cl aI., \995) 
A questionnaire was developed, based on the Theory of Planned 13(;1., 
elicit factors which might predict health professionals' choice of whether to dls"w;'; with 
older adults the implications of their dementia Reliability was demonsil"l,-,.: " . ",. 
questionnaire, and it was cornpL:tcd b\ I ~,t health professionals (namely. 1l11rsL'~; alld 
clinical psychologists) The results indicated tll;].t most participants would bc lif-"i 
discllss dementia with older adults thc\' work WIth (72-82 percent), The rcla!I,': 
importance of the Theory of Planned l-khavlOur components and t hc anxicty ,', )"lP' Hlc'lll 
were, in descending order: sublcc!i\c norm. an\iety, and perceived beh;]'vlolll:ti ' (,;,;,,)1 
Gender and profession did not sigDl ficantly Influence the results, The more --", 'r " 
participants had of working with older adults with progressive memory PIU!)";!i" oIh 
more likely they were to choose to discuss the implications of dementia with !hL'1I CIICllh 
Clinical implIcations such as facIllt;]'l1l1g a culture change, methodological Issues ~lIld 
avenues for future research arc dl~cusscd 
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Section 1 
INTRODUCTION 
},O INTRODUCTION 
This study investigates whether health professionals choose to discuss the ImpllcufI()ns of 
progressive memory problems with the older adults with whom they work. It also 
investigates the factors that might influence their decision whether or not to do so The 
introduction is divided into two parts. The first part covers 
• relevant issues surrounding the area under investigation, 
• the diagnosis and definition of dementia, along with definitions of progressIve 
memory problems and what constitutes a caregiver, 
• a focus on current clinical practice according to the literature, and 
• the context of mental health services provided for older adults 
The second part of the introductIon outlines 
• the Theory of Planned BehavIour (AJZen, 1 %5, 198X~ Ay.en & Madden, In6! \l.llIl'h 
provides a template to 1I1vestlgate individuals' attItudes, perceIved constraints, and 
real constraints involved in making a decision to carry out a certain \x;havlOur 
• a critical evaluation of the theory, 
• a discussion of some of the methodological issues relevant to studies 'Nhl<::\-) ha'. 
applied the Theory of Planned BehavIOur 111 dl ffercn! settings, 
• an additIOnal co'mponent, anxIety, will be II1corporated alongside lhl: ,j •. 
response to criticisms of the theory (Ogden, 1(196), and 
• the research questions and hypotheses 
1.1 DEMENTIA 
1.1.1 The diagnosis of dementia 
The dementias oflater life, and Alzheimer's disease in particular, are not dIsorders 111 
their own right (Arendt & ]ones, 1992). They are complex syndromes of symptoms that 
show great variability and overlap with other treatable dcmentias, depression and general 
ageing processes (Gubruim, 1986; lliffe, 1995). The difficulty caused for dIagnOSIs bv 
this complexity is discussed in more detail later. However, the dementias have been 
broadly categorised and some have been shown to havc clear aetlOlogics 
The World Health Organisation provides the following definition of dementia 
Dementia is a syndrome due to disease of the brain, usually of a chronIc or 
progressIve nature. In whIch there IS dIsturbance of multIple 11I~~hcl cOlllcai 
functIOns, mciudmg memory, thinkll1g, OrIentation, comprehenSion. call'lIlatl'lit 
learning capacity, language and Judgement. Consciousness IS not clouded 
Impairments in cogllltive function are commonly accompanied, and occasl\lnalh 
preceded, by deterioration III emotional control, social behaVIOur or motIvation 
(World Health OrganisatIOn, 1992, p. 45). 
Approximately 500000 people in the UK have dementia, and the incidence and 
prevalence ofdemcntia increase with age (Tobiansky, 1994). At anyone time m the IJK 
approximately five percent of people over 65 and 2U percent of people over gO wIi I ha\\' 
dementia. Dementia can be assOCIated with mental health problems includIng, for 
example, depression. The prevalence of depression is estimated at 10 10 13 percent for 
adults over 65 years (Copeland, Dewey, Wood, Searle, Davidson & McWilliam, 19X7~ 
Gurland, Cope land, Kuriansky, Kclleher, Sharpe & Dean, 1983; Morgan, Dallosso, Anc. 
Byme, Jones & Waite, 1987). Average age expectancy in the European Community has 
increased from 67.6 years for men and 73.4 for women in 1ll60. to 739 years for men 
and 76.4 years for women in 1990 (Eurostat, 1993a). ThiS suggests that by 2020 there 
will be twice as many people over 60 years of age living in the European Community i"; 
in 1960 (Eurastat, 1993b). Similarly the population of people with dementia IS likelv I.) 
increase substantially. 
The most prevalent type of dementia is Alzheimer's disease which accounts for 
approXImately 50 percent of all cases (Tobiansky, 19(14) Alzheimer's disease IS 
characterised as having an insidious onset and a gradual progression. The aetiology of 
Alzheimer's disease is unclear and it may represent an arti ficia I grouping of di fTercni 
disorders which have yet to be differentially identified (Arendt &. Jones, 1992) Mull, 
infarct dementia accounts for J 0 to 15 percent of cases and results from cell death c!", 
bv small strokes. It occurs amon~ older people \\llh cardiovascular disease, slIch as 
hypertensIOn, and has a clear aelJ()logv and a stcP-\\I\C dclenorallotl as bralll cells <l!, 
damaged by discrete mfarcts. In a further I Cl to 15 percent of cases hoth Alzi1eimer'·. 
disease and Illultl-Infarct demcnlla may be present fhere are also se\erallllllch rarer 
forms of dementia, including diffuse Lewy body dementia, Park II1son's-related dementia 
and Pick's disease. 
Strictly speaking, a diagnOSIs of dementia cannot be made until a posl-rnorten! 
has been carried out. In practice, older adults who exhibit progressive memory problems 
are usually given a label of dementia by health profeSSIOnals. Psychometric tests and 
brain scans can be used to provide evidence of progressive memory problems, making a 
probable diagnosis possible. This can enable appropnate interventions to be provided 
There are various hypotheses about the aetiolob'Y of dementi as, including genetic 
Viral, bIOchemical or trauma-induced hypotheses However as yet, there IS no conclUSl'!i' 
evidence for any of these hypotheses (Zarit & Zarit, 1982)_ It is likely that with increased 
knowledge and awareness of dementia, and more sophisticated assessment techniques 
such as magnetic resonance imaging, dementia will be diagnosed earlier (Woods, 1995) 
1.1.2 Definitions 
To aid clarity, the tenn dementia is used in this research to include all forms of 
dementia, including Alzheimer's disease. It is acknowledged, however, that this could 
mask some important differences In experience_ The term progressive memory 
problems is taken to be synonymous with dementia, although these are not strictly 
equivalent terms_ The term progressive memory problems is often used to compensate 
for the difficulties of accurate diagnosis of dementia The deterioration in abilities 
experienced by people with dementia is such that a member of their social network, 
usually a member of their family_ becomes responsible for many aspects of their carc 
AgaIn, to aid clarity, elH'gi\er Of careI' wIll be used as a general term to descrIbe sueh a 
person, although for people with mild dementIa, carer may not be a wholly accurate 
description ofthelf relationship with tillS person 
1.1.3 Discussion of a diagnosis of dementia with older adults 
There has been a limited amount ofrescarch investigating the practice of health 
professionals in sharing information when they diagnose dementia_ RIce & Warner 
(1994) asked around 250 doctors working with older adults to indIcate the frequency with 
which they gave information on both diagnosis and prognosis to people with dementia 
and their carers_ The survey asked them to make a distinction between people with mild, 
moderate and severe dementia_ The participants were asked to estimate the percentage in 
each group that they would Inform fully_ Over 80 percent of the doctors surveyed said 
that they rarely told a person with severe dementia about their diagnosis and pro!:,'l1osis 
In cases of mild or moderate dementia the practice was mixed_ In addition_ there were 
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doctors who consistently shared and doctors who consistently withheld infonnation 
However, whilst it was variable whether a person with dementia would be told, aIm'.'" 
100 percent of the doctors surveyed said that they told carers. This suggests that thew. " 
frequently times when a carer may know of a diagnosis and prognosis whilst the per~;Ot: 
with dementia does not. This raises difficult ethical questi,'ns concerning a patient's 
"right to know" his/her medical status. 
Rice & Warner (1994) also recorded qualitative comments given by pai i . " , 
about the reasons for sharing or not sharing infonnation. Reasons given for not 
mforming fully included: 
• the potential stress and hann to the person, 
• a need to take cues from the person about how much II1formatlon to give. and 
• a need to bc"'economical with the truth' hy uSing tcrms such as 'brain Slllil1i',i,,.. 
'memory loss' instead of dementia 
Also included in the last category were Instances when a diagnosis was given but 
without a prognosis. Rice & Warner (1994) conclude that 'tell ing a diagnosis without (l 
proh'llosis in mild dementia could be scen as similar to using euphemisms' (p.PL 
There are a number of methodological problems which make the results tentativc 
Terms used in the study were not well defined For example, the authors ackne'." 
that 'mild', 'moderate' and 'severe' dementia and 'telling' were not precisely defined anci 
could lead to potentially unreliable results. Secondly, participants were asked to judge 
their practice retrospectively, without reference to case reports, which could lead it, 
inaccuracy and bias. The possibility of a response bias in favour of reporting what might 
be seen as sociaJly acceptable practice, rather than actual practice, is not acknowlc(h',cd 
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A prospective study collecting information by taping actual consultations might produce 
more reliable and valid information. 
In a similar study Wolff and colleagues (Wolff, Woods & Reid, 1995) asked a 
sample of 35 Scottish old agA psychiatrists and a representative sample of 35 Glasgow 
general practitioners whether a person with early dementia should know their diagnosis 
One third of the general practitioners and one fifth of psychiatrists were unsure whether 
the person should know. They reported that only a small majority of consultants would 
inform the person. They conclude that: 
Not surprisingly, there remains doubt about telling the mildly demented patient 
the diagnosis among both psychiatrists and general practitioners If there is an 
expectation of relentless deterioration to a state of incoherence and I ncontlfll'nce 
and a 'second infancy'. the doctor may prefer to delay the had ncw~ for as IOflL' <IS 
possible (p.67). 
These results complement those of Rice & Warner (1994) but arc also subject to 
the same methodological problems, including retrospective reporting. As in Rice & 
Warner's study (1994), caregivers were invariably told of the diaf:,'11osis, while patients 
v"ith severe dementia were almost never told. 
The Alzheimer's Disease and Related Disorder Society (ADARS) IOvestlgated the 
process of health professionals' providing information to older adults with dementia and 
their carers (Brodaty, Griffin & Hadzi-Pa \olvic, 1990) All carers were aware of the 
diagnosis of dementia, 84 percent had been told by a health professional: speCIfically Just 
over halfby a general practitioner Most initial diagnoses were considered 'vague' lw 
carers, and two thirds remembered having a discussion ahout the prognosis less than 
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half of the patients had been told about their diagnosis (39 percent). Of those patients 
infonned, 26 percent had been infonned by a relative or friend, and only 13 percent told 
by a health professionaL Regarding prognosis, 7S percent of patients were given no 
infonnation, and most carers (69 percent) reported that they had trouble talking with thc 
patient about their illness. In most cases the diagnosis was initially given to the carer 
alone (65 percent) and only 21 percent of carers and patients were infonned together. 
Carers were asked how they would have preferred to have been infonned about the 
diagnosis of dementia. Most of the carers appeared to prefer to be infonned initially 
alone (56 percent). About a third of carers (31 percent) preferred to be told with the 
patient initially, and only two percent thought the patient should be told alone. 
Brodaty and colleagues (Brodaty el aI, 1990) found that general practitioners 
were consulted most frequently about demcntia and they were perceived to be helpful. 
Nurses and SOCial workers were considered most helpful alkr general practitIOners. and 
clinical psychologists were not considered to he helpful. They conclude that 
[n our experience even moderately advanced Alzheimer's disease patients retain 
some insight and appreciation that their world has changed in a significant 
manner (Brodaty et al., \990, p. 369). 
The authors appear to be in favour of a diagnOSIs and prognosIs of dementia helng 
shared with the patients themselves. However. Hrodaty and colleagues note that 'the 
correct path for health professionals in dlSClISSlng the disorder IS Jar from clear' (r 36Y) 
1.1.4 The views of people without dementia about sha.rin.gjnfm:mation 
Erde and colleagues (Erde, Nadal, & Scholl, \988) were mterested in the question of 
whether or not a person in the early stages of demcntia. who still had cnough II1sighll0 
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understand the diagnosis, should be told. They investigated this by infernng the Vlt:\VS ol 
people with dementia from the views of people without demcntla They conducted thCI! 
study by showing a sample of224 American adults without dementia a case vignette 01" (l 
person with Alzheimer's disease. They then asked them whether or not they would like 
to be told the diagnosis if they were the person in the vi!:,'llette. Of the sample, 92 percent 
said that they would like to be told. The reasons they gave were to plan for the filbr:..: . ') 
percent); to get a second opinion (62 percent); to settle affairs (36 percent) and to travel 
( 15 percent). 
These figures suggest that a large majority of people would Itke to be told (:.,' L 
et al., 1988). However, there are a number of methodological problems which mcml "" 
results of this study should be trcated with caution when applYing thcm to pcople \\11( 
actually have Alzheimer's disease or dementia. The pcople asked \Wle not aclltalh III till' 
position of hav1I1g dementia (Brody & Tomlinson, 19X9), and th~' \ Ignclte descrIbc,: 
worse-case scenario (for example, 'he will be like a new-born bal1\" wcallng all d(:'" 
diaper, unable to feed himself p. 402) 80th these factors may havc Influcnced the 
responses given by the partiCipants. In addition, Brodaty and colleagues (Brodaty ci ai. 
1990) suggest that the generalisability of the results to a UK population may not be 
possible because of unknown cultural differences in attitudes towards dementi", 
A small-scale S4rvey investigated carers' views about givlllg a diagnosis or 
dementia to their relative who attended a memory clinic (Philllps, 1996). In resf'''I 
the question 'should the patient always be told the diagnosis?', most carers respondctl 
'don't know' or 'definitely no'. When asked whether or not their relative would want to be 
told the diagnosis if they could give their opinion, 35 percent of carers said their n:hll'i\ 
would not want to be told, 14 percent said their relative would want to be told, and 51 
percent said they did not know. It seems possible that the views of people without 
dementia may differ from the views of those with dementia 
1.1.5 The views of people with dementia about sharinginfonnation 
Wolff and colleagues (Wolff et aI., 1995) report an unpublished study of self·referrals to 
a Glasgow memory clinic where the majority of people said that they wished to know 
their diagnosis. The study has advantages over Erde and colleagues (Erde el aI, 1(88) In 
that it is a finding from a sample ofpeop\e with memory impairment. However, people 
who self-refer to a memory clinic might represent a !:,'TOUp of people with very different 
views on sharing diagnosis and the tinding may not be generalIsable to a wider 
population ofpeop\e with dementia. To summanse, this study provides provisional 
evidence that people with dementia may hold different views about being told their 
diagnosis to those withollt dementia. because hde e{ ill 's studv ~llgge~ts thev would lil-....: 
to be informed ( 1988) 
1.1.6 Recent develQpments In on~ 
Oncolob'Y research suggests a change in the attitude of health professionals towards 
discussing a diagnosis of cancer and its implications with patients In 1961, Novack and 
colleagues (Novack, Plumer, Smith, Ochitill, Morrow, & Bennett, 1(79) found that 90 
percent of physicians indicated a preference for not telling a cancer patient his/her 
diagnosis. By 1979 this had changed to 97 percent of staff indicating a preference to tell 
a cancer patient his/her diagnOSIs. Oncolob'Y research also highlights the benefits of 
discussing diagnosis with clients and of how this affects planning of care, emotional 
adjustment, and discussion of the future by the patient with relatives (Canadian Task 
Force, 1991; Novack el aI., 1979). 
1.1. 7 Patients' ri ghts 
Nowadays, it is generally accepted that patients have a 'right to know' about thclr 
illnesses so that they are in a position to make decisions about their future care and 
treatment (Phillips, 1996). I t could be argued that the same applies to individuals 
suffering from a dementing illness such as Alzheimer's disease. To be able to plan ahead, 
older adults with dementia need to be informed of the diagnosis as early as J10ssibk 
while the ability to be able to deal \'vith the ImplicatlOns is still a possibility 
1.1.8 Mental Health Service provision for older a-<11)lts wLtb.-dGlnel]lia. 
The majority of older adults with dementia reside in the community (Ber~mann. FWi", 
Justice & Matthews, 1978: Kay, Be3lnIsh & Roth. 1964). Appropriate services are 
tapped, involving family members to provide care and receive respite-care. includini '!'\ 
centres and lI1-patient respite-care 
Family memhers arc the main carers (Bergmann el u/. 197X) and most ot'!!;, 
caregivlng takes place in the community wJlh approxllllately l)() pcrcent ofpallcnts with 
dementia living in the community rather than in Institutions (Bergmann et 11/. 1978: Kay 
et aI, 1964; Zarit, Reever & Bach-Petcrson. 1980) However, if familIes of older adults 
with progressive memory problems are not Infonned ahout the implications of then" 
problems they may not come into contact with services which can help them. Mostly, tt1<' 
focus of service provision concerns thc wd fare of the carcgivcr and alleViation of the 
stress and burden caregiving can involve (Gdleard. Iq~7) Extremc vanatlOns eXls' 
within the caregivcr role and carers adapt quite differently to similar situations (Zant <'I 
a!., 1980). Caregivers require recognition of their work by professionals, such as, 
planned respite-care, infonnation about dementia, services and benefits, physical help. 
and continuity of support (Anderson. 19&7) 
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As well as the families requiring information in order to receive appropriate 
services, the older adults themselves may need to be informed about the implications of 
their progressive memory problems in order to access services. There is a lack of 
reference in the literature to the perspective of the older adult with dementia and little 
concern is shown about the care-recipients'l experiences (Barer & Johnson, 1 (90). 
Although, most studies have concentrated on the well-being of caregivers and their 
evaluation of the services provided, some studies concerned with the dementia sufferer 
have been carried out. Onc study explored the strain older adults with dementia 
experience of not knowing what is happening to them, keeptng it from others, and the 
fear of being seen as out of control (Keady, Nolan & Gilliard, 1995). Experiences of 
individuals who want to understand and adjust to aspects of the dementing process 
include isolation, self-deprecating attitudes and fear, often due to lack of information 
(Yale, 19(1). Cohen ( 1991 ) refers to SI'\ stages or a\\arencss or a (klllentmg proccs~ 
from recognition and concern that 'something IS wrong', to denial, anger, coplIlg, 
maturation and finally separation From the se! f. These are rellllnlSCent of some of the 
stage models of death and dying (e.g. Kubler-Ross, 1985). Ut her studies have suggested 
that support groups successfully help people in the early stages of dementia (Gillies. 
1995). Participants of these support groups cite some positive effects, includtng 
improved self-esteem and coping abilities, increased understanding of their condition, 
and decreased isolation. 
It has been proposed that skilled care for older adults With dementia should 
incorporate person-centred care (.Iones & Miesen, 19Y2; Kltwood & Benson, 1995) This 
entails respecting individuality, maintaining agency, validating feelings, and exercising 
abilities. A summary of this approach includes a celebration of life, providing pleasure 
lThe older adult with dementia who is cared for by a relative or friend 
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to the senses and support (Kitwood, 1995). Older adults need empowerment, not JUS! III 
health services, but among all agencies including local authority community caff"· 
planning, retirement and housing policies. 
Kitwood proposes that dementia is not simply a neurological disease, and 
challenges the traditional medical model of dementia (Kitwood & Bredin, I (;r:~ 
he states that dementia affects the sufferer's 'personhood'. The personhood of an 
individual emerges in a social context. As such, personhood is provided tllw!; :, 
relationships and their inter-subjectivity. Person hood also consists of the demenlla 
sufferers' view of themselves. Thus, Kitwood postulates that being diagnos(:d.'idl 
dementia affects the sufferer's view of themselves. As such, if information ah()::i 
diagnosis and implications of older adults progressive memory problems is . 
will affect the sufferer's as indIviduals It I~ frequently thought that older adulls \\1111 
dementia have depleted commu!1tcation skills However, Cloldsl1l1th ( 1 99C, i" 
people with dementia retain a capacity to communicate and to describe the:; 
of dementia. Thus, it may be pOSSIble to ask older adults with dementia whether thl'v 
want to be told about the implicatIOns of theIr disease or not. 
1.2 MODELS OF DECISION-:\lAKING 
1.2.1 Health professionals' decision-making, 
Several models of decision-making were investigated that might help to answer the mall1 
research questions. I shall outline brietly two of these models, followed b'/ ,:, 
chosen, the Theory of Planned Behaviour (section 12.2), for the current study 
The search for possible models to help answer the research questlOw; '.llil. 'J ','; .:J 
three decision-making theories. I shall outline here brietly the Transtheoretical Modd of 
Behaviour Change (Prochaska & DiClementc, 1982), the Health Action Prnccs:, 
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Approach (Schwarzer, 1992) and (in section 1.2.3) the Theory of Planned Behaviour 
(Ajzen, 1985, 1988, 1991; Ajzen & Madden, 1986). These all incorporate health belieb 
and can be considered to be cO~'1litive models of explaining behaviour. 
The Transt~eoretical Model of Behaviour Change suggests stages of behaviour 
change. These are: 
1. Precontcmplation - not intending to make any changes. 
2. Contemplation - considering a change 
3. Preparation - making small changes. 
4. Action - actively engaging in a new behaviour. 
5. Maintenance - sustaining the change over time 
This model has been applIed (0 several health-related behaViours, IIlcludin!:, 
smoking, alcohol use, exercise and screening behaviour (DiClcmentc. Prochaska, 
Fairhurst, Vdicer, Velasquez & ROSSl. 1991. Marcus. Rakowskl & Rossi, 19(2) For 
each different stage the model suggests a set of beliefs and behaviours. Individuals may 
progress through the stages, move back, and then onwards 
Similarly, the Health Action Process Approach highlights the need to include a 
temporal element in the understanding of beliefs and behaviour. In addition, it 
emphasises the importance of self-efficacy as a determinant or both behavioural 
intentions and self-reports of behaviour. ThIS theory differs from others, but IS slmtiar to 
the transtheoretical model, mainly because it inclt .. jes a distinction between a decision-
making/motivational stage and an action/maintenance stage. Thus, the model adds a 
temporal and process factor to understanding the relationship between beliefs and 
behaviour and suggests that individuals initially decide whether or not to carry out a 
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behaviour (motivation stage) and then make plans to initiate and maintain this behavIour 
(action phase). 
The individual components of the Health Action Process Approach have been 
tested and studies have provided some support for the model. In particular, Schwarzer 
(1992) claimed that self-efficacy is consistently the best predictor of behavioural 
intentions and behaviour change for a variety of behaviours, including the intention to 
make effective use of contraception, breast self-examination, drug users' intentions to . 
clean needles, intentions to stop smokmg, and intentIOns to adhere to weight loss 
programmes and exercise programmes (e.g. Beck & Lund, I n I ~ Seydal, Taal & 
Wiegman, 1990). 
1.2.2 The Theor~_DUjilml~J3ehjn/!l!.1lr: 
Several models ha\'c been developed \l1 order to understand SOCial behaVIOurs The 
Theory of Planned Behaviour is onc of these models and IS derived from the Theory .. ' 
Reasoned Action (AJzen & Fishbein, 1980: Fishbein & Ajzen, 11.)75) The I henry or 
Reasoned Action has been used extensively to cxamme factors predicting behaviours 
(Ogden, 1996). It is seen as an Important model because it places the individual withiTl 
their social context. It emphasises the importance of subjective norms, that is, an 
individual's beliefs about their social world, and how this can affect the carrying out or 
certain behaviours. This is III contrast to the more traditional approaches to behavHlul 
prediction. It also emphaSises the Importance of attitude. 
Overall, the Theory of Reasoned Action has proved helpful in understar,Jing the 
decision-making processes which underlie behaviours, especially when describing 
behaviours that are totally under volitional control (Godin, Valois, Lepage & Desharnais, 
1992) However, most behaviours are located at some point along a continuum that 
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extends from total control to a complete lack of control. An individual has total control 
when there are no constraints of any type in carrying out a given hehavlOur. At the 
opposite extreme, there is a complete lack of control if carrying out the behavIOur 
requires opportunities, resources, or skills which are currently lacking To take into 
account such barriers, real and perceived, Ajzen (1985, 1988, 1991) added the concept of 
perceived behavioural control to the Theory of Reasoned Action The resultll1g theory is 
known as the Theory of Planned Behaviour. 
1.2.3 Description of the TheiLl)' of Planned BffiaviQu[ 
The Theory of Planned Behaviour proposes that intentions should be conceptualised :1\ 
'plans of action in pursuit of behavioural goals' (AJZen & Madden, 1986, p. 456) and :If\~ a 
result of the following beliefs: 
I. Attitude towards a behaviour. which IS composed orhcller~ about the olltculn, ,,; 
the behaviour (e.g. 'exercising is fun and will Improve my health') and evaluation. l~\l;!: 
positive or negative, of a particular behaviour 
2. Subjective norm, which is composed of the perceptIOn of social norms and pressures 
to pcrfonn a behaviour together with an evaluation of whether the individual is motivated 
to comply with this pressure (e.g. 'people who are important to me will approve if I 1(l~L' 
weight and I want their approva\'). 
3. Perceived behavioural control, which IS composed of a belief about the ease with 
whieh an individual can execute a behaviour, and beliefs about resources and obstacles 
related to the particular behaviour These resources and obstacles are based on either 
internal control factors (e.g. skills, abilities, information) or external control factors (e g. 
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obstacles, opportunities), both of which re late to past behav iour (e.g. 'I fo und exerc ising 
in the past physically strenuous'). 
According to the Theory of Pl anned Behaviour (see Figure I ), these three fac tors 
predict behavioural intentions, which are then assumed to translate into behaviour. The 
theory also states that perce ived behavio ural control can have a di rect affec t on behav iou r 
without the medi ating effect of behavioural intentions. 
Figure 1: Model of the Theorv o f Planned Behav io ur 
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Several stud ies have tested the re lati ve effec t of a l1 itude, subjecti ve norm and 
perce ived behavioura l contro l on behav ioural intent ions to ca rry ou t various behav io urs. 
O nc of the th ree ma in components of the theory, nam ely att itude, was fo und to be the 
sole pred icti ve component in one study (Conner, Martin, Sil verda le & Grogan, 1996) 
Conner and colleagues ( 1996) found that indi viduals' intentions to diet were significantly 
predi cted by their beliefs about the poss ible pos itive outcomes of dieting. In contrast, 
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Terry & O'Leary (1995) found that perceived behavioural control was the most predictive 
component in their study investigating exercise. Other studies have found that all three 
main components of the Theory of Planned Behaviour each play a part In predicting 
behaviour and/or behavioural intention (Parker, Manstead & Stradling, 1995; Traeen 8: 
Nordlund, 1993). For example, Traeen & Nordlund ( 1993) found that the relative 
importance of the model's components were, in descending order: perceived hehaviotil:t! 
control, attitude and subjective norm. In this study, all three components explained a 
proportion of the variance concernmg the behaviour of regularly visiting puhlic place:, '\I 
drink alcohol. 
Some studies have included other components alongside those spccified in th·~ 
Theory of Planned Behaviour in order to explain a proportlOn of the variance For 
example, Raats and colleagues (Raats. Shepherd & Sparks. 1995) included moral 
dimensions alongside the three malll constructs of the theory which enhanced i)redILii"'" 
of behavioural intention As such. this study found that a measure ofpercclved moral 
obligation to family health predicted intentions conccrning consumll1g milk of a lower t~lt 
content This study illustrates that the addition of other components to the Theory of 
Planned Behaviour can enhance prediction of specific behavioural intentIOns and/or 
behaviour. 
To summarise, the Theory of Planned BehavIOur provides a comprehensive 
theory of behaviour and deCision-making It appears that, dependlllg upon the behav!(' :. 
under investigation, the components of the Theory of Planned BehavIOur dl ffcrentially 
predict individuals' intention to pcrfoml behaviour. Overall, the predictions !TIlde by the 
theory have received empirical support (Ajzen, 1987; AJzen & Madden, 1986) 
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The Theory of Planned Behaviour has not prevIOusly been lIsed as a framework or 
template for health professionals behaviour. Nevertheless, as noted above, the 
theoretical framework has been used by clinical psychologists in clinical settings to 
investigate and predict various behaviours including physical exercise (Norman & Smith, 
1995; Traeen & Nordlund, 1993), blood donation (Giles & Cairns, 1995), visiting public 
houses (Traeen & Nordlund, 1993) and smoking behaviour (Godin et aI, 1992) These 
studies have found that using the framework of the theory is helpful in enabling actions 
to be predicted. 
1.2.4 Methodological problems with studies using the Tb_eSlJ:)'_nLELannooJJcllavioll( 
Several methodological problems have been highlighted concerning research applying 
the Theory of Planned Behaviour. These II1clude a lack of operational definitions «(,OelHI 
el uf., 1992), for example, of variables such as Inkntlon. One study did not IncllJ(k the 
necessary action, context and time elements (M li'llen. Ilcrsey & I vcrson. Il)X7) which 
have been thought Important by others (Alzen Ins 19X5~ !\jZen & Madden. IYS6) It, 
also possible, on occaSion, that two variables may be llleasLJrlllg the same tillllg, for 
example, in the Dzewaltowski, Noble & Shaw (199U) study the correlation between "sel1'-
efficacy" and "intention" wasS!. Thus the self-eftlcacy and intention components could 
be the same construct but with different names. Indeed, a given vanable might not 
measure what the authors might think. For example, Sail is, Hovell, Hofstetter. Faucher, 
Elder, Blanchard, Casperson, Powell & Christenson (1989), found that perceived 
"barriers to exercise" corresponded to Intention and attitudinal dimenSIOns rather than Il' 
questions assessing aspects of perceived control. 
Accurate documentation of the psychometric qualities of variables and actual 
behaviour are also needed. For example, Valois & Godin ( 1991) have shown that 
internal conslstency of the attitudinal scale is related to the quality of prcdlctioll of 
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behaviour: the lower the internal consistency of the scale, the lower the relation to the 
behaviour. More rigorous application of methodological design are needed, for example, 
when researchers using the social-cot,'Tlition theories develop questionnaires 
1.2.5 Response rates 
Godin and colleagues (Godin et aI, 1992) noted that the rate of response in their stilllv 
concerning predictors of smoking behaviour, using the Theory of Planned Behaviour, was 
in the range of the average questionnaire survey in the general population (32 pcrcenJ\ 
Many authors have expressed caution against expecting mail survey questionnaire 
response from a general population to exceed 30 percent (Black & Champion, 1976 
Goyder, 1985; Labovitz & Hagedorn, 1971 ~ Meyers & Grossen, 1974) Nevertheless, iL 
response rates leave studIes open to possible bias. In onc study «(iodin el a/. 1992), h';I'· 
might he introduced by the decreased participatIon of smokers People who smoke 1Il1~'hl 
have declIned participation In a stud\' that \\'<1S pnmanl:y Il1tcrested l!l nOTl-slTl(,J,.",. 
behaviour. 
t .2.6 Reliability of stud Lt.;S_USjJJg the Tb~_of\' oLPlanned liehaY.iillJI 
Several studies have assessed the internal consistency of questionnaires designed to 
assess the different components of the Theory of Planned Behaviour. These inciu,;; 
Ajzen & Madden (1986) who found that their first and second questionnaires had an 
alpha coefficient of.78 and .87 respectivelv While Terry & O'Leary (1995) found that 
the alpha coeffiCIent for the questionmme used In their study was 77 These result: 
Indicate high levels of internal consistency. However, some studies have not Illcluded 
this internal consistency assessment (Conner et aI, 1996~ Traeen & Nordlund, 1(93) 
Previous studies utilising the Theory of Planned Behaviour have also not assessed test-
letest reliability, whIch \veakens the conclUSIons that can be drawn from their n:sults kg 
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Beale & Manstead, 1991; Conner el aI., 1996; Reinecke, Schmidt & Ajzen, 1996~ Terry 
& O'Leary, 1995; Traeen & Nordlund, 1993). 
1.2.7 Validity of studies using the Theory of Planned BehaYKLYL 
The Theory of Planned Behaviour has been used to assess a variety of health-related 
behaviours. For example, Brubaker and Wickersham (1990) examined the role of the 
theory's different components in predicting testicular scJf-examination and reported that 
attitude towards the behaviour, subjective norm and behavioural control correlated with 
the intention to perform the behaviour. Other studies evaluating thc theory have 
indicated that the components of the model do indeed predict the behaviour being studied 
(eg. Beale & Manstead, 1991; Gib & Cairns, 1995; Schiftcr& Ajzen, 1985; Terry & 
O'Leary, 1995; Traeen & Nordlund, 1993) 
The proportion of the variancl: accounted for by the Theor\' of !,lanncd lkha\lour 
has vafled in reported studies SlgJ1ltlcant explanatIons llfthe vanance range from 2U to 
6R percent for the three main components of the theory (AJl.cl1 & Madden, 19X6~ Trae,'11 
& Nordlund, 1993; Parker et aI., 1995). Some studies have !I1corporated additional 
components alongside the theory to expla!l1 a prop0l1ion of the vananec. For example, 
Raats and colleagues (Raats el aI., 1995) found that the components of the theory 
explaincd 29 percent of participants' intentions to reduce fat (full-fat milk) in their dId. 
The addition of a perceived moral obligatIon measure explained a small but SIgnIficant 
proportion of the variance, with the final nplanatlon accountIng for 31 percent of the 
vanance. 
1.2.8 Anxiety component 
Ogden (1996) suggests that a factor missing from the TheOI}' of Planned Behaviour IS a 
measure of affect Anxiety can influence behaviour. fix example, when an appraIsal or 
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perception of threat inhibits behaviour (Hawton, Salkovskis, Kirk & Clark, 1989) 
Increased anxiety may be mediated by many factors . In the area of dementia , thi s co nlc1 
for example be the relationship of the health professional to the client, the length of 
experience working in the area, or fear of discussing dementia by the profess iona l 
E'(isting studies have not included a measure of affect \vithin their questionnaire des igns'. 
1.3 SUMMARY AND RATIONALE for the current study 
Within the older adult literature, it seems apparent that some health profess ion .... h 
(namely, general practitioners and Consultant Psychiatrists) fail to inform some pai i e!i l~ 
with dementia about their diagnosis and the implications of the ir disease (Rice 8r 
Warner, 1994). However, it seems that a majority of older adults would want te ~)i' i ! :', : , ' 
they were diagnosed with dementia (Erde et aI. , 1988; Wolff et aI. , 1995) Then ; :;1 
been a change in the attitude of health profess iona ls to di scussing a diagnosis of ca ncer 
and its implications with patie nts. However, thi s does not seem to have happc::,· .. , 
health profess ional s working with older ad ults with deme ntia. 
There is little research to suggest whether or not older adults with progress ive 
memory problems would make changes ifhea lth professionals discussed with them the 
implications of their difficulties. In the current study, it will not be assumed that 
discussing the implications of their dementia with older adults would cause them b; " 1:)lc(, 
positive changes, as there is currently little literature to support thi s assumption . 
However, the benefi ts of early identitication of dementia , diagnosis and di scu:)':")' 
prognosis could allow for older adults and their families to mobilise a response. Older 
adults may then be able to access appropriate services, or consider moving to a more 
protective environment. Caregivers may become involved in a support group where ihey 
can gain advice, support and information (Canadian Task Force, 199 J) 
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The reasons why health professionals prefer not to tell older adults about their 
diagnosis of dementia and discuss its implications appears to be complex. For example, 
health professionals may have the attitude that older adults will forget such discussions. 
They may fear that older adults will become distressed and, perhaps, even take their OV.ill 
lives as a result of the information. In addition, health professionals may work within an 
organisation where discussing the implications of progressive memory problems with 
older adults themselves remains a taboo subject and is not part of everyday practice . 
Finally, even if health professionals do decide to discuss such matters with the older 
adults they work with, they may perceive this task not to be within their full control. 
Several factors may impede such a discussion , including a physical environment not 
Conducive to such dis ussions, having inappropriate skills, or lacking appropriate 
information to give to older adults to aid them in an understanding of their progressive 
memory probl ems. Thus, there may be many factors which inhibit health profess ionals 
from carrying out such a task: factors which are both real and perce ived. They may al so 
include anxiety on the part of the health professional. 
The current study has taken note of the methodological problems ill previous 
studies which have used the Theory of Planned Behaviour. To summarise these include a 
lack of operational definitions; not stipulating the action , context and time elements; and 
a lack of a test-retest design to assess the reliability of the measure employed. Accurate 
dOcumentation of the psychometric qualities of variables and actual behaviour are also 
required. The study also takes note of the growing body of ev idence (e.g. Norman & 
Smith, 1995; Schifter & Ajzen, 1985; Traeen & Nordlund, 1993) which indicates that if a 
time and context are specified c~usely, then actual behaviour can assume to be predicted 
by components of the model. Indeed, if specific behavioural intentions are assessed 
rather than vague ones (e.g. regularly visiting public places to drink alcohol), then actual 
behaviour is even more likely to be predicted by components of the theory. 
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To summarise, thi s Introduction has provided examples indicating that intentions 
to carry out particular behaviours as well as actual behaviours are s ignifi cantly pr~d ! ct l'd 
by either a combination of, or single beliefs, concerning attitude, subj ect ive norm , anJ 
perceived behavioural control (Conner et al., 1996; Parker et al., J 995; Raats et al., 
\995 ; Terry & O'Leary, 1995 ; Traeen & Nordlund, \993). Thus, the Theory of Planned 
Behaviour appears to be a useful framework for predicting both behavioural intcn' :;." 
and actual behaviour, and will be used in the current study. 
1.4 RESEARCH QUESTlONS AND HYPOTHESES 
The current study aims to investigate the factors influencing hea lth profess iona ls 1:'1 "," , 
deciding whether or not to discuss with ol der adults the implications of the ir progn::;:i1" 
memory problems (dementia). This study aims to survey the views of hea lth 
professionals (specifica lly, qualified nurses and c lini cal psychologist's workin g with 
older adults with dementia) concerning thi s issue. The study will investi gate \\):, .. 
these health profess ional s do regularly, that is at lea st once a l11 on th2, di scuss wip, i , ; 
adults the implications of their progTessive me mo ry proble ms It wil l a lso investi ga te the 
factors intluenci ng thi s decis ion-making process. 
The study is based on the Theory of Planned Behaviour (Ajzen, 1985 , 1 9 ~<~. 
Ajzen & Madden, 1986) which is a model of human decis ion making behav iour an,! 
which originates from social psychology. It will seek to detennine whether the Theory of 
Planned Behaviour is useful when investi gating factors that influence the deci s ion 
making of health professional s in this area. As noted above, additiona l construc ts ilia), ue 
2The decision to propose that a regular discussion about dementia with clients was at least one a 
month was based on experience of working in clinical settings and consultation with research 
supervi sors. Thjs frequency cbosen should be treated with caution as Lhe experience of those 
questioned about frequency may be atypical to a majolity of other professionals. 
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added to the Theory of Planned Behaviour to Improv~ predictIOn of'th~ behaviour being 
investigated (Parker el aI., 1995). Thus an anxiety component has been add~d to this 
study. All three main constructs of the theory are assumed to II1tluence prediction of 
health professionals decisions to discuss the implications of progressive memory 
problems with older adults. This assumption IS based on prevIous findings in other areas 
The current study also intends to pilot a dra1t questIOnnaire (derived from the 
template provided by the Theory of Planned Behaviour) In order to assess reliability both 
of a draft and of a revised questionnaire. Cronbach's alpha coefficient tests will be used 
to check the internal consistency of the questionnaire u<;eci in th~ pilot and main stage of 
this study. Repeat mailing of the revised questionnaire will be lIsed with a subgroup of 
participants to assess the test-retest reliability ;\ vignette will he emplovcd in ord~~r tn 
ass~ss pal1icipants' behaVIOural int~ntlons 
104.1 R..~~gJ.~qlL~.Sllon~ 
This study allns to ask the follo\\lng res~arch qllestlons 
I. Do health professionals discuss with older adults the IlnplIcatlOns of th~lr progressive 
memory problems (dementia)? 
2 What factors intluencc a health profeSSionals' deciSion to discuss thiS with older 
adults '/ 
3. [s the Theory of Planned Behaviour useful when investigatlllg this decIsion process? 
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1.4.2 Hypotheses 
Hypothesis 1 
Health profess ionals regula rly di scuss ( i.e. at least once a month) with o lder ad ults jh~: 
impli cations oftheir progressive memory problems (dementia). 
Hypothesis 2 
T here will be an associati on between behav ioura l intention and attitude , tha t is, the 
degree to which health pro fess ionals view discuss ing with older adults the imr 1 ; ' .:~' ".), 
of progressive memory probl ems in a pos iti ve way will predi ct the ir behav iour. 
Hypothes is 3 
There will be an associatio n between be hav ioural intention and subjecti ve n OrtH ;,. , : 
the degree to wh ich hea lth profess ionals a re in n uenced by other people's views aboul 
d iscussing thi s with older adults in a posi tive way will pred ict the ir behay icu: 
Hypothes is 4 
There w ill be an association between behav ioura l intention and perceived behav ioura l 
control , that is, the degree to which health professionals consider they have contro l over 
discuss ing this with older adults \vi ll predict their behaviour. 
Hypothes is 5 
T he degree 10 whi ch the 'behav iour' is considered anxiety provok ing wi ll be IH" ',,! , ,h, 
associated with intention to perfonn the behav iour (that is, pe rce ived behaviour,\. 
intentio n). For exampl e, if a health ;Jro fess io nal is anxious about di scuss ing wilh o lder 
adults the implications of their progressive memory problems, the profess ional i '; Ic:-;:' 
like ly to have a inte ntion to discuss such matters . 
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The infonnation obtained in this study also provides the possibility of 
investigating whether any factors, other than the Theory of Planned Behaviour, play an 
Important role in explaining the data. It may be that nurses and clilllcal psychologists 
have a different training and thus hold different views about the decisIOn whether or not 
to talk with older adults about the implications of their dementia. There may also be 
differences due to gender and the length of experience 
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Section 2 
METHOD 
2.0 METH D 
This section outlines: 
• the experimental design of the study, 
• the participants, 
• the development of the questionnaire, 
• piloting ofthe questionnaire, 
• the procedure of the main study, 
• the test-retest procedures, 
• the submission for ethical approval , 
• the steps taken to ensure anonymity, and 
• dissemination of the results. 
Demographic detail s of the participant group arc prt.:sentcd at l h~: ~;_.::., 
Results section. 
2.1 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
A draft version of a questionnaire based on the Theory of Planned Behaviour templa te 
(see section 2.3 .2) was developed based on interviews with a representative san!] ,k , : ';1. 
group. For the main study a survey design, using the revised questionnaire devcioped 
from the piloted draft questionnaire, which operationalised the Theory of Planned 
Behaviour, was employed. A vignette describing an older adult with progrc:;t; j"" ,; 
problems (dementia) was incorporated into the questionnaire, along with a se lf-
assessment of participants' behaviour in the past month, and a further factor of anxiety. 
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2.2 PARTICIPANTS 
The participants in the current study were qualified nurses and Climcal Psychologists 
who had worked within mental health services for older adults with dementia for longer 
than six months. Participants were excluded if they were unqualified and if they had not 
worked with older adults with dementia for six months. Participants were recruited 
through a Psychologists' Special rnterest Group in the Elderly (PSI.GE), a countrv-wide 
organisation, and from nurses in three mental health services for oldcr adults The total 
number of questionnaires distributed could not be specified accurately because the 
investigator was not able to have full control of the distribution process (see section 
2.5.2). However, an estimated number distributed for the main study IS approxlll1akh 
450 questionnaires. 
2.3 MEASlJRE - Development of the questionnaire 
2.3.1 lllitillLi!.lJ~rvi.<;~vs 
A draft version of the questionnaire was de\'clopcd from IIltcfVlews WIth I, 
representative people. These mitial intervic\\s alIned to establish potentIal d(llll~lIn" Ill! 
beliefs, using the template of the Theory of Planned Behaviour. Participants wen: 
interviewed about potential beliefs to cover the areas of attitude, subjective norm and 
perceived behavioural control. Those interviewed included male and female qualified 
nurses and clinical psychologists. They were chosen to represent those who were tramed 
recently and those who were more experienced: those who were working WIth 
organically ill patients, and those working with functIOnally ill patlcnts 
Each interview was semi-structured and lasted between 20 to 35 ITIlIlutCS. Thc 
interviews took place in a quiet room adjoining the participants' workplacc. The 
structure of these interviews was based on that suggested by the Thcory of Planncd 
Behaviour (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980) In addition, the investIgator provided a verhal 
preamble to each interviewee emphasizlOg that the Information would be used to help 
design a questionnaire and would be confidentiaL Each interviewee was told that the 
investigator did not have wide experience within this speciality, but was curious about 
and interested in researching this area. This aimed to provide a non-threatening 
environment for the interviewee to share their views based on their experience. It was 
also made clear that the investigator was interested in any views about the topic, positiVI: 
or negative. A brief description was also given about thc nature of the study, similar to 
the information provided on the information sheet sent out with the questionnaire (see 
section 2.3.3). 
Questions asked as part of the semi-structured interview \vere as follows 
I. What are the advantages. as you sce thelll. t1ttalklllg to older ,ldul1s ,Ihout tilL' 
Implications of their progresslVI: me1110r\ rrohkms') 
2 What are the disadvantages. as you sec them. nrtalkin~ to oldL'r adults about till' 
implications of their prot,'Tcssivc mcmory rrobkms') 
3. Are there groups of people or individuals \\110 would approve if you chose to talk to 
older adults about the implications of their progressive memory problems') 
4. Are there !,'TOUpS of people or individuals who would disapprove if you chose to talk 
to older adults about the implications of their progTcssive memory problems? 
5 Can you think of anything which would make talking to older adults about the 
implications of their progressivc memory problems casy as you see it ') 
6 Can you think of anything which would make talking to oldcr adults abollt the 
implications of their progre.sive memory problems dilTicult as you see it ') 
Demographic data was also collected at the end of each intcrview to assess the 
heterogeneolls composition of the group DUrIng each Illtcrvicw, the investigator 
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Section 3 
RESELL'i 
facilitated discussion surrounding each question and recorded this information by hand. 
Interviewees were thanked for their co-operation with this early stage in the development 
of a questionnaire . 
These inte rviews provided items for the attitude, subj ective norm :- nd perceived 
behavioural control parts of the Theory of Planned Behaviour. Items suggested by tho:;~ 
inte rviewed as likely to be relevant to making a decision whether or not to discuss the 
implications o f progressive memory problems with older aduJts (the behaviour) ind udf" 
whether participants believed they would cause the pati ent intense psychological di stress 
by discussing these matters (attitude towards the behaviour) , whether or not th .,. 
coll eagues discussed thi s with patients (s ubj ective norm), and the part icipa nts' 
profess ional training (internal perceived behav ioural control faclor). 
T he diffe rent items suggested , coveri ng alt itude, subj ective norm a nd pr:'" '' 
behavioural contro l suggested by those intervi ewed, were I isted and tall ied to pro vide' d , .. 
Illost frequently mentio ned items (sce Tables [-3). The ta llying process was carri ed out 
by another trainee clinical psychologist. In ter-rater reliabili ty was ca lculated for 
categories in eight inte rviews (n=8) using Cohens Kappa, e li citing an ove ra ll value ul 
0.66 . This indicated a 'substantial' agreement between judges (95 percent confide ',,;,. 
interval) (Landis & Koch, 1977). Draft versions of the questi onnaire were discussed w it h 
an expe ri enced research psychologist, a Professor of Social Sciences lectu ri ng on the 
TheolY of P lanned Behaviour, and disserta ti on supervisors. 
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Table 1: Health professionals' attitudes: the moslsaJiclltbcliefs ilbQlJt tbCGonscqucnccs 
of discussions identified through interviews 
Distress the older adult 
Make plans for the future ie financial, power of attorney, type or care want in future 
Prompts treatment 
Older adult starts coping 
Older adult gains understanding 
Fear of the future develops 
Older adult acknowledges the problems they are having 
Explain symptoms/provide information about the nature of dementia 
Older adult forgets what they were told 
Older adult becomes depressed 
Consultant Psychiatrist 
General Practitioner 
Familylrelatives 
Main carer 
Nurses/Community Psychiatric Nurses 
Clinical Psychologists 
JJ1~()I~f-1ldlJlt themselves 
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Table 3' The most salient beliefs ab{t~G_eived..h~B_avIQJJIa.LGQDt.[Ql factQ[s or 
conditions identified through interviews 
Time to talk to older adult patients and follow-up 
Good relationship with the older adult 
Good relationship with the older adults' carer/relatives 
An appropriate environment which is quiet 
Support of other professionals 
Training and skills to talk to older adults about the implications of their illness 
Distressing the older adult 
Literature to give the older adults about dementia 
Adequate service pr",o\.L'I",,' s"-'io""n"--__ _ 
2.3.2 Design and lavout for a dril!1uqt~)1JQDll<lj~ 
The investigator consulted up-to-date books to help with thc qllestlOnnalle (kSI~)J' dill! 
layout (e.g. Oppenheilll. 1991) ,\11 UllllrOllellh oi"the theory \\ere II1l"OIj)ol;\ted Illtu ~I 
draft questionnaire (AJZen, Il)S). I ()SX, If)'} I: ;\.JIen &. Madden. Il)Sh) 
Three items were included in order to asscss pat1icipants' behaviouraillltclll1tIIl" 
One item asked participants 'ho\\' lib:ly IS it that you will discuss the implications of" 
dementia with these older adults')' relating to somc time in the next month TIllS iter; 
provided the first global assessment of participants' behavioural intention to discuss sUCtl 
matters. A second global assessment item for behavioural intention was used, 'I will talk 
to the older adults I work \\ith .at some time mcr the next month' /\ third assessment 
of behavioural intention \Vas dcslgned wherd1\' a vignette was generatcd descrlhing 'n, 
older adult with a diagnosis of mild dementIa This was devised in conjunction with the 
investigator's supervisors, a consultant clImcal psychologist working in the area and ;; 
qualified nurse working on a ward for organically-ill patients. Participants werc asked to 
relate their answers to the vignette for this item which appeared III Part I of the 
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questionnaire. Also, in part 1, appeared a self-assessment of behaviour over the past 
month. All the item scales used in the questionnaire were semantic-differential scales as 
suggested by the original theory (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980), the only exception to this rule 
was the self-assessment of past behaviour which had five frequency options 
The investigator decided to layout the draft Questionnaire as shown in the Theory 
of Planned Behaviour (see Figure I in Introduction) and becausc no specific guidance is 
gIven by the original theory. As such, items concerning attitude appeared in Part 2, 
items concerning subjective norm appeared in Part 3, and finally items concerning 
perceived behavioural control appeared in Part 4. Part 5 consisted o(demographic 
information and Part 6 comprised the re-test option. Finally, there was space for 
participants to write their views about the questionnaire and a statement thanking them 
for taking the time to complete the questionnalrc It was decided to ITlclude the 
demographic cktails at the cnd of the questIOnnaire as the literature IIldlClles that thiS I~ 
preferable to the start «()ppe~heim, 19<)2) It was felt that particIpants might he more 
inclined to complete the \vholc questionnaire If they \vere asked questions relevant to the 
subject matter rather than being asked to reveal personal details before knowlIlg what 
sort of questions they were going to be asked. 
Parts 2-4 consisted of three main sections representing the three constructs 
derived from the Theory of Planned BehaVIOur, and onc addItional factor As indicated 
111 the Introduction (sectIOn 12.3) each of the three mall1 constructs can be subdivided 
II1tO two components. For cxample, attitude can bc diVIded II1tO 'beliefs about outeomes 
o1'a specified behaviour' and 'evaluations ofthcse outcomes' These two components can 
make up attitude. The first construct, attitude, is regarded as a 'global direct' measure, 
using the language of the original theory (Ajzcn, 1985, 1988; AJzcn & Madden, 1986) 
The lattcr two components are regarded as 'lI1direct mcasures' by the theory The same IS 
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true of the other two constructs: both subjective norm and perceived behavioural 
control can be subdivided into two components each. The fonner constructs are know;. 
as global direct measures, and the latter components as indirect measures . As such, Part 
2 comprised initially of six items covering the global direct measure of attitude . . ['he 
latter section of Part 2 comprised firstly often items related to 'beliefs about outcomes of 
a specified behaviour', and then ten items related to 'evaluations of these outcome;,' , ',,1, 
3 comprised initially of two items related to the global direct measure of subjective norm. 
The latter section of Part 3 comprised firstly of seven items re lated to 'bcii efs ;j,l'oi>:t 
important others' attitudes to behaviour' and then seven items related to 'motivation to 
comply with others'. 
Part 4 comprised initi a lly of four items related to the global direct rm:~\~:,.'i' . 
perceived behavioural control. Firstly, it compri sed of nine itcms re lated to indirec t 
measures of 'percei ved behav ioural control factors'. These were possibl e fl'H..:l\." .. " .. 
could make discuss ing the implications of dementia eas i e r .~nd participants wc re .[.",1".·_ 
rate the likelihood of each occurring. T hen nine items re lated to the same 'perceivcd 
behavioural control factors' we re presented for participants to rate the exte nt eac h wOl.lid 
increase the likelihood they would discuss such matters. One further factor, a meas ur~ or 
negative affect, which may predict participants' intentions to carry out behavi vllf, ',J .1. 
added to the questionnaire. As such, four items relating to anxiety were designed lti 
conj unction with the investigator's supervisors, and appeared at the end of part 4 . These 
four items were similar to the 'global direct' measures which make up the t hrr:: ~ ; ... . 
components of the T heory of Planned Be haviour. 
2.3.3 ~ and lavout of a draft infonnation sheet 
An information sheet was des igned to provide relevant details about the dissertation 
project. A short preamble was designed aiming to ga in participants attention and IrlUKl: 
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the study relevant to them. Details concerning ethical approval and consent from 
Managers to approach nursing staff were described. In addition it was highlighted that 
information provided by participants would be confidential and no details would be 
fedback to Managers which would identify certain staff It was also indicated that a 
summary sheet of the results and i'llplications would be made avai lable to those 
interested. An address and contact number was provided for participants to contact the 
investigator or supervisors with any questions. 
It was requested that those who completed the questionnaire had worked in the 
speciality for more than six months, had clinical contact with older adults with dementia 
over the last six months, and had a professional qualificatIOn as a nurse or clinical 
psychologist. Otherwise it was requested that the questionnaire be returned in the 
enclosed stamped addressed envelope. or be passed onto someone appropnate to 
complete It was noted that the lI1vestlgator \vas making plans to feedback the results \)1" 
the study to those interested. The information sheets were printed 011 onc sheet or headed 
paper with the relevant Clinical Psychology tralflll1g course detaIls. 
2.3.4 Design and layout of a draft instructions sheeJ 
An instructions sheet was designed in order to guide partiCipants through completion of 
the questionnaire (appendix 1). The aim of the study was stated, that the Investigator was 
lI1terested in participants' attitudes towards talking to older adults they worked with about 
the implications oftheu progressive memory problems As In the information sheet, It 
was made clear who the questionnaires were designed for. A short statement was made 
about the repetitive nature of the questionnai:e. This aimed to acknowledge any 
irritation with the structure of the questionnaire in advance. In addition, it was made 
clear that participants comments would be welcome at the cnd of the questionnaire 
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General instructions were outlined similar to those suggestcd by the thcory (AJl.cn 
& Fishbein, 1980). A summary of these mstructions werc placed in a box to highltght 
how to complete the seven point scales, and were followed by the general instructIons 1\ 
contact address and telephone number was provided at the bottom of the instructions 
pa~~. Participants were thanked in advance for their interest in this research The 
instructions sheet was printed on onc sheet of headed paper similar to the informatioii 
sheet. 
2.3.5 Consultations about development of the draft q]J~llngju.; 
2.3.5.1 Readability orthe draft questionnaire 
Eleven qualified nurses and clinical psychologists were consulted about the design of 1 h" 
draft questionnaire and vignette. TIllS aimed to assess readability of the qucstlonll~\ii'( 
Individuals were asked to comment on the questions and to identi fv Irrelevant or 
ambiguous Items. The Information n:cci\co "as dlscllssed with thc Illvestigator\ 
supervisors and tinal amcndments made to the qucstlOnnalre before the pilotlllg stag\' 
2.3.5.2 Face valid.ill 
The draft questionnaire, information and instructIOns sheets were shown to a nurse and 
clinical psychologist to ensure face validity and mmimal changcs were suggested. 
Amendments were made only to the instructions sheet and involved moving thc gcncral 
instructions to appeared before the summary section. The summary box used bullct 
points to provide a quick reference POll1t for partiCIpants. This appeared clearer to re:l( I 
2.3.5.3 Minor amendments to the Information sheet 
In response to feedback obtained by the Investigator when visiting Managers to dlscus~; 
the study, two further changes were made to the mfonnation sheet. The two changcs 
made are outlined in hrief as follows 
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• The information sheet was amended to address feedback from managers about why 
medical stafT (e.g. Consultant Psychiatrists and general practitioners) had not been 
included in the study. It was made clear that there had already been studies carried 
out with these two groups, but that there was less literature concerning nurses and 
cl inical psychologists. 
• The information sheet was also amended so that participants knew it would take 
twenty minutes maximum to complete the questionnaire. This information aimed to 
increased response rates. 
2.3.6 Final amendments to the draft Questionnaire and infQnm.lll01Ls.he.~1 
The draft questionnaire and information sheet were amended and developed to create :1 
revised questionnaire and information sheet which were ea~JI\' read (appemhces 2-,) 
Most of the changes for the revIsed questionnaIre from the draft OIll' COIlSISlL'd nl-lllo" ,,, 
or deleting specific items, clarif):ing the wording and the InstructIons. Ilo\\ever, the 
baSIC deSIgn of the revised questionnaIre remained thc sallle as Ih,-' draft (In sectioll :2 '.2) 
apart from the final changes detailed in appendix 4. 
2.4 PILOTING THE REVISED QUESTIONNAIRE 
2.4.1 Distribution of the revised 1!-lIestiQnnaire 
The draft questionnaire and vignette were developed and amended as outllllcd above 
(section 2.36) and the revised versIOn was sent to approximately ]() participants In OIth 
to pilot the questionnaire_ The infonnation sheet explall1Ing the ratIOnale for the study 
was enclos,-d together with a stamped addressed envelope for return. The instructions 
sheet was also enclosed with the questionnaire. This pilot stage aImed to pilot the 
revised questionnaire and vignette for their statistical properties with a group of nurses 
and climcal psychologists PIIoting checked that the Theory of Planned 11chavlOur was 
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relevant to discussing the implications ofprob'Tessive memory problems with older 
adults. Internal consistency using Cronbach's alpha coefficient was calculated for the 
subscales. A minimum return-rate of 25 revised questionnaires was required for tlm 
internal consistency check. This is reported in section 2.43 below. 
2.4.2 Revised questionnaire response rales. 
A response rate of 31 revised questionnaires were received from the total (n36), 
indicating an 86 percent response rate (see Table 4) 
Table 4: Revised questionnaire response rates. 
Distribution to: Total No Return Rates 
Nursing Staff 1 R 13 
Cllllical Psychologists 18 18 
---._-_ .. -_. _ ..... . 
Of the nursing staff who returned completed revised questionnaires (n .~ 1 ) llllll' 
were female and four were male. Of the clinical psvchologist group \vho returned 
completed revised questionnaires, 11 were female and seven were male 
2.4.3 lnternal reliability of the reVised questio.!lIWlf<: 
As mentioned in the Introduction (section 1 26). SC\'t~ral studies have assessed the 
internal consistency of the questionnaire designs based upon the Theory of Planned 
Behaviour framework (Ajzen & Madden, 1986; Terry & O'Leary, 1995) Whereas other 
studies have not assessed the internal consistency of their questionnaires (Conncr et Ill. 
1996; Traeen & Nordlund, 1993) Valois & Godin (1 991) indicated that internal 
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consistency of an attitudinal scale is related to the quality of predIction of behaviour: the 
lower the internal consistency of the scale, the lower the relation to the behaviour The 
internal consistency of the revised questionnaires was assessed (see below), and a test-
retest design employed (see section 2.53)_ 
Cronbach alpha coefficient tests were carried on data from the revised 
questionnaire responses, in the pilot stage, to assess Its' internal reliability A mean alpha 
coefficient of _88 was obtained (n=3 I) This was conSIStent with other studies llsing the 
Theory of Planned Behaviour. The alpha coe1licients for each part of questionnaire (i_e 
the theory and anxiety components) are presented in Table 5_ As such, alpha values wen' 
obtained for the direct and indirect measures comprising attitude, subjective nonn, and 
perceived behavioural controL The two items asscssIng anxiety werc also asscssf~d I,,, 
internal reliahilitv 
--------------------------- --
Components A I pha values Number of items 
----- ,~--.--------. -- -
Direct attitude 69 (l 
Indirect attitude 65 1 X 
Direct subjective norm 91 :2 
Indirect subjective nom) Xl l-~ 
Direct perceived behavioural control 7() ,~ 
Indirect perceived behavioural control X6 1 X 
Anxiety 73 2 
------------- --- --------------------
Table 5 indicates that the alpha values ranged between 65 to .91 for the different 
sections of the questionnaire The mean alpha value obtained in the pilot stage was 
consistent with other studies and indicate satisfactory levels ofmternal reliability Tlm 
also indicates that the revised questionnaire was sufficiently reliable to continue onto the 
main study, and to use the same questionnaire. 
2.5 PROCEDURE 
2.5.1 Main study 
The revised questionnaire and vignette were distributed to participants, along with 
instructions to complete the questionnaire, a covering Iettcr and a stamped addressed 
envelope for return. Approximately 450 revised questionnaires were distributed 
Approximately 150 questionnaires were distributed to nursIIIg stafT, and approxllnateh 
300 \vcre distributed to clinical psychologists. 
Steps were taken to ensure a good response rate, mcludmg visIting nurse 
managcrs and explaining the rationale for the study It was arranged with the managers 
that the investIgator would provide verbal ancvor written feedback from the study 
2.5.2 Revised questionnaire response rates 
A return rate of 153 questionnaires was achieved for the revised questionnaire, indicating 
a 34 percent response rate [t is difficult to estImate the return rate because the 
mvestigator did not have full control over the dIstributIOn of the revised questi()nn~lIn: 1,· 
all participants The investigator Visited nursmg staff groups \vithm the three local 
mental health services and could make an accurate estimate for nurses response rates 
However, the investigator distributed the revised questionnaIres to clinical psychologiSt's 
via their regional P.S.I.G.E convenor. A majority of the convenors asked for a specific 
numher of questionnaires to be sent, while others requested enough questionnaires for an 
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estimated number of clinical psychologist's within their regional group. Therefore It was 
impossible to determine whether all questionnaires distributed in this way reached 
potential participants. The response rates therefore are based on estimated numbers. 
2.5.3 Test re-test 
A second mail-shot of the revised questionnaire and vib1J1ette was sent to a subgroup of 
participants in order to assess test re-test reliability. This was earned out when I R4 of 
the completed revised questionnai res \\crc returned A maJonty or partICipants otTcrt" I '" 
be rc-contacted for the second part of the study (n=123), indicating 67 percent. Thl~se 
participants would have completed the original questionnaire between two to eight 
months previously. A randomised numbers table (Blalock, 1972) was used to select 
those participants who provided their addresses and opted into the second stage 01'111<' 
study. Less than onc hundred (n-cR I) tcst rc-test questionnaires were distributed 
Amendments wcre made to the II1fOrmatlon sheet (appendiX 5) and to part ') ofth,,' 
questionnaire which requested demographiC details (appendix 6) The Illstructlons ,:i""! 
and parts \-4 of the questionnaire remained the same as before A stalllpccl addressed 
envelope was enclosed. 
Some studies who have employed the Theory of Planned BehaVIOur have tio; lb'':.! 
a test-retest methodology which weakens the results of their studies (Beak & Manstead, 
1991; Conner el aI, 1996: RClnecke el 0/, 1996: Terry & O'Leary, 1995, Traccn & 
Nordlund, 19(3). The current study aimed to addn;ss thiS potential \vcakness 
2.6 ETHICAL APPROVAL 
Ethical approval was sought from the three local research ethics commlttecs covenng (he 
three mental health services that the qualified nurse participants and local rlll1ical 
psychologists worked in Approval was granted by all three committees (appendiX 7) 
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Participants (namely, clinical psychologists belonging to the National P.SI.(i.E. groups) 
not covered by the auspices of an ethics committee were treated in exactly the same way 
as the nurses and the same guidelines for obtaming consent were observed The National 
P.S.I.G.E. were approached prior to local PS.I.G.E. groups for approval. Consent was 
also obtained from the '1ppropriate Managers of each local older adult mental health 
service. This involved written correspondence and visits explaming the rationale and 
procedure of the study. 
2.7 DATA ANALYSIS 
The main statistical analysis was a within group multiple-regression. The direct and 
indirect measures for the main components of the theory were correlated with a 
behavIOural Illtelltion measure. Anxiety was correlated alongSIde the components of the 
theory with a behavlOuralllltentlon measure Chi-squared and Mallll-Whltncv tcsts 
Il1vestIgated the differences on other factors bct\\lxl1 ~'roIJPS ;\ betwcen group 
companson of clmical psychologists and nurses was also used. 
2.8 DISSEMINATION OF RESlJLTS 
Participants who completed questionnaires wdl receIve information concerning the 
results and implications of this study. For nurses, a two page summary will be distributed 
to those who mdicated an interest, and will be forwarded to Managers. For clinical 
psychologists, the two page summary \\1111 also be avadable. I n addition, a sumlllary 
article concerlllng the research will be published in the I'S.U; L~. Newsletter and a 
Journal concerned with mental health Issues for older adults Presentations arc also 
planned for units involved with the study and profeSSIOnal groups. 
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Section 3 
RESlILTS 
3.0 RESULTS 
This section presents the following results: 
• response rates for the pilot and revised questionnaires, and for the questionnaire sent 
to a subgroup of participants to assess re-test statistics, 
• demographic details of the participants, 
• internal reliability of the revised questionnaire, 
• explicit testing of the hypotheses, 
• the test re-test reliability, 
• descriptive data, 
• comments from participants, and 
• a brief summary of the hypotheses confi rmcd or uncon fi rllled 
All statistical analyses were performed USI n~ SPSS for W Il1do\\'s (SI'SS Jl)lJ!) 
3.1 RESPONSE RATES 
3.1.1 Ouestionnaire respons~rate 
A total of 13 nurses and 18 clinical psychologist completed the reVised questlOllnaJre III 
the pilot stage (n=3I) as mentioned in the Method (section 2.4.2). A total of 44 nurses 
and 109 clInical psychologists provided completed revised questIOnnaires In the malll 
study (IY 153). The total possible partIcipant response rate is estllllall:d at approxlIllalch 
450 in the main study, indicating a 34 percent response rate for the revised qucsllOnnaJ re 
(see Table 6) Thi~ estimated response rate is slightly above the average expected or 30 
percent for questionnaire studies (see Introduction section 1.2.5) 
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Table 6 ' Response rates for revised questionnaire in the main study 
Distribution to: Total No. Response Rate 
Nursing Staff 150 44 
C linical Psychologists 300 109 
Overall, the total number of data sets used for the s ta ti sti ca l ana lyses w ill h~ fn' ln 
184 participants. Thi s consists of3 1 revised questionna ires returned during the pj ~1.I 1 
stage, and 153 revised questionnaires returned for the main study. T he questio nnalfes 
used in the pilot and main study were identical in des ign and layou t. The CUI l"1 ():; -·. 
response rates for 3 1 pi lot questionnaires rece ived ou t of 36 di stributed , and 1." 3 i i.: \l i ' :cri 
questionnaires o ut of 450 di stributed is 38 percent (tota l n= 184) T his suggC:-' L, d b""" 
response rate . 
3.1.2 Test-retest questi onna ire response rate 
A total often nurses and 19 c li nica l psychologists provided a completed rev i s,~ rt 
questionnaire sent out for a second time as part of the main study in order to assess test 
re-test rei iabi Ii ty (n=29). T he total sampl e forwarded the test re- test questi on n" j r' .. , 
81, indicating a 36 percent response rate to this second request (see Table 7) 
Table 7' Response rates for re-test questionnaire 
Distribution to : Tota l No . Res ponse Rate 
Nursing Staff 28 10 
C linical Psychologists . 53 19 
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Of the nursing staff who returned the re-test questionnaires (n=29), nine were 
female and one male. Of the clinica l psychologist group who returned completed revised 
questionnaires, 13 were female and six were male . See section 3.6 for test re-test 
analyses. 
3.2 DEMOGRAPIDC DETAILS 
Of the total sample who completed questionnaires in the pil ot and main study stages 
(11= 184), the majority were female (n= 127), cl inical psycho logists (n= 127). An equa l 
number of parti cipants worked with older adults with functiona l and organic di ffic ulties 
(n=92 per group). The average length of time the panicipants had been qualified was jtl.~ t 
over ten and a half yea rs (mean= IO.56years; SD=7.87; range=6months to 40years). The 
average length of time participants had worked with older ad ults with progressive 
memory problems wasj ust over seven and a halfycars (mean=7.84years; 8 D=5.84 ; 
range=6months to 27years). Of the total sample the majority worked in the commu nii)' 
(n=98), whi ch accounted for 53 percent. The minority worked primarily within hospit;·.: 
o r ward setti ngs (n=86) and accounted for 47 percent. 
3.3 INTERNAL RELIABILITY OF THE REVISED QUESTIONNAIRE 
Cronbaeh alpha coeffici ent tests were carried ,,{jth the pilot questionnaire responses and 
those in the ma in study to assess internal reliabili ty. As indicated in the Metbod (section 
2.3.6) a mean a lpha va lue of .87 was obtained (n=3 1) fo r the draft questi onnaire 
responses in the pil ot stage. Thi s ind icated that the draf1 questionnaire was suffic ientl:i 
reliab le to continue with the ma in study. The mean Cronbach alpha va lue was .86 for 
184 parti cipant responses to the revised questionnaire This indi cates a sli ght dxrease in 
the interna l reliability of the main study questionnaires when compared to the pilot 
questionna ires. As mentioned in the Introduction (section 1.26) othe r studi es have 
obta ined mean a lpha values of between .77 to 87 (Aj zen & Madden, 1986; Terry & 
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O'Leary, 1995) The alpha values for each part of the rcvised questionnaire (i.e. theory 
and anxiety components) are presented in Table 8. As such, alpha values were calculated 
for the direct and indirect measures comprising attitudc, subjective norm, and perceived 
behavioural control. The two items assessing anxiety were also assessed for internal 
reliability. 
Table 8' Cronbach alpha values for each part of the revised qucsliolllLaiJJ.U11 tbl;wailJ 
study 
---------------------------------- ------- ----
Components Alpha values 
Direct attitude _ 71 
Indirect attitudc61 
Direct subjective norm .80 
I ndirect subjective norm _ 85 
Direct perceived behaVIOural conlrol65 
Indirect perceived behaVIoural" control 78 
Anxiety .86 
Number of items 
6 
I X 
14 
.~ 
IS 
I 
Table 8 indicates that the alpha values range between 61 to8() f(n the dllTerent 
sections of the questionnaire The mean alpha value obtained in this study was consistent 
with other studies and indicate satisfactory levels of internal reliability 
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3.4 ANALYSES IN RELATION TO THE RESEARCH HYPOTHESES 
3.4.1 Hypothesis 1 
Health professionals regularly discuss (i.e. at least once a month) with oldc l' 
adults the implications of their progressive memory problems (dementia). 
This hypothesis will be assessed using three of the items on the questionna m: .. :,,,d " 
summarising test re-test analyses. These are presented below. 
3.4.1.1 Frequency of discuss ing dementia 
The three items assessed to investi gate frequency of di scuss ing deme ntia a re (I " ru i h ~ ',. 
T he first two items concern behavioural intenti on: one is a globa l questi on which ask:. 
participants how likely they are to discuss such matters with o lde r adults duril 1~ i h.: ii.:,' 
month and uses a se mantic-differentia l scale (see Table 9); a nd the other is re lated to a 
v ign ette asking participants what they would do in tha t specific s ituation ( S(;C . ,1(, : 
The third item is the question where parti cipants indicate a se lf-assessmen t · r ~ J,:. ; 
behaviour (see Table I 1). 
Table 9 Frequency and percentages for the fi rst behav ioural intenti on it~D. (glol:)() 1 
questi on) 
Scale labels Frequency Percentages 
E xtremely unlikely 5 3 
Q uite unlike ly 13 7 
Slightly unlikely 14 8 
Neither like ly or unlikely 18 10 
Slightly likely 30 16 
Q uite likely 48 26 
Extremely likely 56 30 
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Table 9 indicates that the most frequent response for the first behavioural 
intention item (that is, a global assessment of behavioural intention) was the scale option 
labelled 'extremely likely'. This obtained 30 percent of all responses, and suggests that 
about a third of participants predicted that they would be extremely likely during the next 
month to disC'lss with older adults the implications of their progressive memory 
problems. Overall, 72 percent of participants indicated that they would be likely to 
discuss such matters. However, nearly 20 percent of participants indicated that they 
would be unlikely to discuss matters with their clients, and ten percent were neutral 
Table 10: Frequencv and percentages for the sccomLhehavloural intentiOlLitcm 
(vignette) 
Scale labels 
Extremely unlikel) 
Quite unlikely 
Slightly unlikely 
Neither likely nor unlikely 
Slightly likely 
Quite likely 
Extremely likely 
Frequcncy 
39 
60 
52 
Percentages 
.) 
() 
21 
Table 10 indicates that the most frequent response for the second behavioural 
intention item related to the vignette was 'quite likely', which obtaim:d 33 percent of all 
responses. The 'extremely likely' option ohtained slightly less at 28 percent of all 
responses These frequencies suggest that R2 percent of" participants predict that they 
Would be likely to talk to Mrs Smith (woman in vignette) about the implications orher 
progressive memory problems. Participants appear to he more likely to discuss matters 
with Mr5 Smith rather than with older adults with whom they work. Lcss than ten 
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percent of participants provided a response indicating that they would be unlikdy to 
discuss such matters, and nine percent were neutral. 
Table 11: Frequency and percentages for the self-assessmcnlJlCJmstlx~hayjJ)Llrjt\;1ll 
--~----.-~-- -
Scale labels Frequency Percentages 
Not at all 26 i4 
Between 1-3 times 87 47 
Between 4-6 times 42 23 
Between 7-9 times 14 8 
10 times or more 15 8 
.-----~ 
Table 11 indicates that the most frequent response to the sclf-assessllKl1t "I' !'.;.', 
behaviour was tht: option ofbdwecll onc to three times that partiCipants Ihis Illdlcall'd 
that participants estimated that they had discLlssed dementia \\Ith older auults I, '. 
onc to three times in the past month This category obtallled 47 pcrcent oLdl!":·'., 
These results indlcatt: that, for m:arly half the partiCipants, the frequency or UISCllS<.IIll:! 
such matters with clients IS estimated as between onc to three times per month. Only l-i 
percent of participants indicated that they had not discussed such matters with their 
clients. These results will be discussed further in the Discussion (section 431) 
To summarise, It seems that participants arc in favour of deciding to disclIss with 
older adults the implications of their dementia at least once a month. Participants ,.·1, 
reported that they arc slightly less likely to discuss such matters with the older adults 
with whom they work than is suggested by responses to the example used in the vignette 
In addition, nearly half of the group estimated they had discussed such matters bel\vL'cl1 
onc to three times in the previous month. 
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3.4.1.2 fut re-test reliability 
The revised questionnaire was completed by 29 participants for a second time, between 
two to eight months after the original questionnaire had been completed. Wilcoxon two-
related samples t-tests compared the means of each questionnaire completed at different 
time points and assessed for significant differences between ratings over ti.ne. The 
results indicating significant differences at the two points of completion (p<.OO 1,2-
tailed) are presented in Table 12 
I~bk P Summary of test re-test analysc5. 
Items Significance valw.:s 
(;000 vs bad (direct, attitude) .03X 
I low I1kely am I to have the time to 04'1 
spend talkli1g \vith older-adults 
(indlrl~ct pnccived behavIOural control) 
Ihe analyses indicated that there were two signifIcant values in the data. That IS. 
two pairs of items were significantly unreliable out of the total number of 69 pairs 
compared These include a sib,'11ificant difference for one item making up the direct 
attitude measure, which asked whethcr health professionals thought that discussing 
matters with older adults is good or bad The second significantly unreliable item was a 
bdlefahollt how likely participants would be to have the tlllle to spend tall'dIlg With older 
adults The other 67 pairs assessed reached non-significant levels off! '.0.'\ 
J\pproxllnately three items could be expected to be significant due to chance. To 
sUlllmarise, these results indicate that the participant responses' were similar when 
completed at different time points and the questionnaire is thus reliable at test rc-test 
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Thus, the results indicate that hypothesis one is confirmed. It seems that most 
participants indicated that they would be likely to decide to discuss the implications of 
dementia with older adults over the next month (at least once a month). Test re-test 
analyses indicate that generally these responses seem to remain stabl e over time. 
3.4.2 Hypotheses 2-4 
Analyses in response to research hypotheses two, three and four will be presented 
together. One stepwise multiple regression was used to assess the relative predicljv',~ 
qualities of the Theory of Planned Behaviour components. The results responding to the 
three hypotheses will be summarised following the regression analysi s in section .H ) . 
1-12: There will be an association between behavioural intention and attit !l1l" 
that is, the deg ree to which hea lth profess ionals view discussin g with older 
adults th e implications of progressive memory problems in a pos i tiv(~ ~v < , .' 
wiU predict their behaviour. 
1-13: There will be an assoc iation between behavioural intention and subjec tive 
norm, that is, the degree to which health professionals are influenced by 
other people's views about discussing this with olde r adults in a pos i li"I!~; 
way will predict their behaviour. 
H4: There will be 3n association between behavioural intention and pern:h ,' ;: 
behavioural control, that is, the degree to which health profess ion a ls 
consider they have control over discussing this with older adults will 
predict their behaviour. 
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3.4.2.1 Analyses concerning Hypotheses 2-4 
One stepwise multiple regression was used to ascertain the factors in the Theory of 
Planned Behaviour which may account for a proportion of the variability in health 
professionals' decisions to discuss with older adults the implica tions of their dementia . Tn 
the regression Jnalysis, the dependent variable is the first behavioural intention item. 
This item was used because it is similar to behavioural intention items used in other 
studies, and the use of a vignette is less frequently employed. [ndependent variables 
entered into the regression were direct and indirect measures for attitude, subjecti ve 
norm, and perceived behavioural control. The results of the regress ion analys is a rc 
summarised in Table 13. 
Table 13' SummarY of a mUltipl e regress ion showin g indepe ndent variables (re lated to 
the theory) that explai n significant amounts of the variance in (h h viQ.llli1..l 
intention measure 
;oep~~den't--~lJldcpendell~ariables eJlt~ed - . ------. ---, -- -----, 
iVariable iinto stepwise regression . B ! T : R Square d.f. : 
L_._ ;eq uati.on.Jhil!':'~~ sign i. Dcal ]! 
i I. Direct subjective norm 
i 
!Behavioural 
iintention 
, 
! 7 Indirect perceil'ed j -
! behavioural cOl7lrol 
:025 
0.22 
-
-
5.09*** : 
i 
I 
3.40**" : 
i 
r 
0 . 12 1. 182 I , 
0. 18 2, 18 1 
F 
25 .92*** 
19.4 9*** 
i i 
1 3. Direclperceived ,0.09 i 2.82** 0.2 1 3,180 ! 16. 15** t 
! beha\·ioural _~?!.ltro_I __ i.-__ L ____ -'-_____ . __ L ___ ! ____ I 
** -p<.OI, *** - p<.OOI 
The mUltipl e regress ion provided a summary of the variab les that exp lained a 
significant proportion of the variability of the participants' be havioura l intentions. In this 
regTession analys is, the direct subjective norm variable was shown to be the most 
strongly re lated to the behavioural intention of participants', with at va lue of 5.09 
(p<. OO I ). Th is measure alone accounted for 12 percent of the variance. T he indirect 
perceived behavioural cont ro l measure was also shown to re late significant ly to the 
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behavioural intention score (t=3.40,[1<.001), although less strongly than the direct 
SUbjective norm measure. Together these two variables explained 18 percent of the 
variance of the behavioural intention of participants. In addition, the direct perceived 
behavioural control measure was shown to relate significantly to the behavioural 
intention score (t=2.82,p<.OI), although less strongly than the direct subjective norm or 
indirect perceived behavioural control measure. Altogether these three measures from 
the Theory of Planned Behaviour explained 21 percent of the variance of the bchavioural 
intention score. 
Strictly speaking the statistical analysis employcd, that is, a multiple regrcsSIOn. 
should be used only with interval level data. This study uses predominantly scm:lntlc-
differential scales which provide ordinal level data (Method section 232) The 
investigator is aware that ordinal level data is not ideal for multiple regrcsslOn analyses 
however in the absence of any alternativc statistics for ordinal levcl data. the "Wl'st ':'~1I(l1 
has chosen to use multiple regression statistics. In addition, the onginal studies used to 
confinn and develop the theory employed multiple regressions (i.e. Ajzen &. Madden, 
1986; Schifter & Ajzen. 1985) However, post-test analyses did not suprort a kev 
assumption underlying the use of multiple regression, and post-tests indicated that the 
data is not normally distributed (see appendix 8). To summarise these brielly, the 
regression was not confinned by post-test analyses, and it is still appropriate to treat the 
results with some caution 
3.4.2.2 Summary of results investigating Hvpotheses 2-4 
As indicated above in response to hypothesis two. neither the direct nor indIrect attitude 
variables significantly influenced the degree to which health professionals discussed with 
older adults the implications of their progressive memory problems Thus, hypothesis 
two is not supported because attitude was not found to be significantly pred icti ve or 
participants' behavioura l intentions. 
In response to research hypothesis three, the .direct subj ective nonn measure was 
the most predictive independent variable of the degree to which participants are 
influenced by other people's views about discussing with older adults the implic; ' .~ 
their dementia. The direct subjective nonn variable explained most of the vari ance, and 
the indirect variables were not significantly predictive. Thus, hypothesis three i 
confinned in that the direct subj ective nonn variabl es explained a significant proportion 
of the variance in behavioural intention. 
Finally, in response to hypothes is four, both the direct and indirect PC I\~'::lV";: 
behavioura l control measures significantly influenced the degree to whi ch partic ipant s 
di scussed with o lder ad ults the impli ca ti ons of their demen tia. The indirect pc ... . 
behavioural control measure was the second most predicti ve , and, a long with tb 1· 
subjective norm measure, explained) 7 percent of the variance of pa rti cipants' 
behavioural intentions. The indirect perceived behavioural control measure a lso 
significantly predicted participants' behavioural intentions, although less strongly than the 
other two. T hus, hypothesis four is confinned in that both the direct and indi rect 
perceived behavioural control measures contributed to explain a significant propo -!-; r,11 of 
the variance. 
Overall , the results indicated that 2 1 percent of the variance is explained by the 
Theory of Planned Behaviour. This can be compaled with other studies using the theory 
which have illustrated significant explanations of the variance, ranging from 20 to 6t\ 
percent (Ajzen & Madden, ) 986; Traeen & Nordlund, 1993 ; Parker et aI , ) 995) 
Therefore, the percentage explained by the theory in this study fall s towards the lower 
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end of the range explained by published articles. The theory can be considered 
moderately useful when exploring whether or not health professionals chose to discuss 
with older adults the implications of their dementia 
3.4.2.3 Tests investigating differences between gmllp~ 
There were no significant differences found between the frequencies of gender and tYDe 
of difficulty the older adults have (organically versus functionally-ill) between the 
professions. These results are presented in appendix 9. 
3.4.3 Hypothesis 5 
The degree to which the 'behaviour' is considered anxiety provoking 
will be negatively associated with intention to perform the behaviour 
(that is, perceived behavioural intention). :\s such, if a health prof('ssional 
is anxious about discussing with older adults the impli(.'lltions of their 
progressive memory problems, the professionlll is less likely to have II 
intention to discuss such matters 
A second stepwise multiple regression was used to ascertain whether anxiety accounted 
for a proportion of the variability associated with deciding to discuss with older adults 
the implications of their dementia. The dependent variable was the first behavioural 
IIltention item. Independent variables entered into the regression \\fere direct and indirect 
measures for attitude, subjective norm, and percclved behavioural control, and a 
summation of the two anxiety items. The results of the regression analyses are presented 
in Table 14. 
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Table 14: Summary of a multiple regression showing independent variables, \I1cludlllg 
anxiety, that explain significant amounts of the variance in tht;~Jjr2>Lb~l1asi()JJIaLinl(';11110l) 
~re 
Ine~endent ·1'lndependent variables ent-ered 1 Van able into stepwise regression I 
~ ____ ._~_. ~~':!ll.<!l.iQIIJ!lilt we!:e sigl1ifi~an.!+ 
i ! I. Direct subjective norm , 
IBehavioural i i 
)ntention : 2. AI1.\le~v 
'3. ]J1(itrecl percerred 
I hehavioural control 
** -p<.OJ, *** -p<.001 
B 
0.25 
-0.16 
0.01 
i I 
T I R Square I 
I - I 5.09***: 0.12 I 
I 
--1.12***: 020 , 
2.79** • on 
i 
d.f /' 
i 1.IX2 I 25.92*'"* 
2.181 ! 22.'\<)*** 
'>.180 I IX.22p 
In this analysis, the direct subjective norm vanable was shown to be most strongl \ 
related to the behavlOural intention of participants. ;\s in the prevIous regression (S(:I:II<" 
3 52), this measure alone accounted for 12 percent of the variance (R Squarl: .12, 
d r ·1, I Xl. VOO I) The anxiety measure was "hO\'\ n to relate signifIcantly (Ilegat 1\\: I, 
to the behavioural Intention score. although it e\plall1ed less or the variance III thall 
subjective norm (t-4 12, p<OO I) Together these t\\ll vanables explained 2() percent 01 
the variance of the behavioural intention score (R Square~20, d. [ 2,181, p<.()O I) 
Finally, the indirect perceived behavioural control measure was SIgnificantly related tu 
participants' behavioural intention scores. This measure, along with the other two, 
explained 23 percent of the variance at the p<.O I level (R Square=.23, d.[- 3,180, p<.O I) 
Therefore, the indirect perceived behavioural control measure also expLllned a 
~Ignificant proportion orthe vanance in bchavlOuralll1tcntion In order to achieve full 
statistical rigour, post-tests wcre employed follo\VlI1g the regrcssJOn to see I r the data \vii., 
normally distributed. Post-tests indicated that the data was not normally distributed (see 
appendix 9). Thus, the regression was not confinncd, and it is therefore appropnate to 
treat the results with some caution 
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--------------_ ........ _-----
To summarise, there is evidence to support hypothesis four. The degree to which 
talking to older adults about dementia was considered anxiety provoking was negatively 
associated with participants behavioural intention. As such, if participants predicted they 
would be anxious when talking to older adults about dementia, then they would be less 
likely to do so. 
3.4.4 Other areas investigated 
3.4.4.1 Comparison of the means of each professiQIilll.gn.'utp. 
The means differences between each professional group will influence tht' 
results. 
The total sample was large enough to warrant a group comparison of each profession. 
One sample Kolmogorov-Smimov Goodness of Fit tests (non-parametnc) were lIsed III 
order to assess whether the t\\O behaVIoural intention items (global Item and vIgnette l-
and the self-report of past behaviour data were normally distributed in cach of the two 
profeSSIonal groups. The results for the tirst behavioural intention item arc reported 
below (section 3.4.4.2) The results indicate that the second behavioural intention item 
(vignette) and the self-report of past bchaviour item did not have a normal distribution or 
responses in cach of the professions. The results of the tests are presented in appendIX 
10. 
Thus. Mann-Whitney tests were lIsed to investIgate any difrcn::nces between the 
professions for these two items. A non-significant result was obtained with a Mann-
Whitney test for the second behavioural intention item (vignette) at the p>05 levcl 
(P=.45ns, 2-tailed). A significant result was obtained for thc estimation of past behaviour 
Item at the {J"<05 level (p=OO, 2-tailed). These results indicate that there are no 
differences in responses to the second behavioural intention item between the 
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professions, and there are differences in responses to the past behaviour item between the 
professions. It appeared that nurse participants had discussed dementia with their clients 
more than clinical psychologists. Thus, some evidence was found to suggest that a 
difference existed between self-reported past behaviour of nurses and that of clinical 
psychologists. 
3.4.4.2 Profession 
Profession will influence the results, for example, a difference will exist 
between the behavioural intentions and beliefs of nurses and those of 
clinical psychologists'. 
A Mann-Whitney test was used to Investigate any differences between the profesSlOllS ii" 
the first behavioural intention item, as Kolmogorov-SllllfllOV tests IIldicated that the data 
was not normall\' distributed concerning profession (appendix I ()) i\ non-slgnilicant 
result was optained with a Mann-Whitney test at the p>()S level (r 3'ins,2-taikd) ,., I 1;'_ 
results indicate that there are no differences in responses between the professIOns. Thus. 
no evidence was found to suggest that a significant difference existed between the 
behavioural intention of nurses and that of clinical psychologists. 
Gender of the health professional will influence tht.~ results. 
One sample Kolmogorov-Smlrnov Goodness of Fit tests (non-parametric) IIldlcated that 
the first behavioural IIltention item (global question) did not have a normal distribution or 
responses in each of the sexes (appendix 10) Therefore, a Mann-Whitney test was used 
to investigate any differences between the sexes. i\ non-slglllficant result was obtallled 
from the Mann-Whitney test at a p->05 level (p 56ns~ 2-taJlcd) The results Illdicate that 
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there are no differences in responses to this behavioural intention item (global question) 
between the sexes. Thus, no evidence was found to suggest that a significant ditlercncc 
existed between the behavioural intentions of men and that of women. 
3.4.4.4 Length of time worked with older adults 
The length of time health professionals have worked with older adults 
will influence the results. 
A bivariate correlation was used (non-parametric) to assess whether participants' 
experience influenced their behavioural intention scores. Three correlations were made 
with the behavioural intention score, these were with the \en!:,rth of time partici pants had 
been qualified, the length of time they had worked with older adults in mental health 
settings, and the length of time they had worked with older adults with progressive 
memory problems. The estimation of experience was rounded up to the nearest SIX 
month The results are presented III Table .15 . 
. _--- --- --.. -.--------------.~--. -- .--.. 
Experience 
Length of time qualified 
Length of time worked with 
older adults in mental 
health services 
Length of time worked with 
older adults with dementia 
* -[KO I, 2-tailed 
Mean 
10.55 
7(-,0 
7~4 
so Si!:,'11ificance values 
7.87 0.10 
5.84 
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Table 16 indicates that there was a significant correlation (p<.O I. 2-tailcd) 
between participants' behavioural intentions and the length of time they had worked hoth 
in mental health services with older adults, and worked with older adults with 
progressive memory problems. Thus, the more experience participants had of both 
working in mental health services with older adults, and of working with older adults 
with dementia, the more likely they were to discuss with clients the implications oftlwir 
dementia. Thus, it seems that the more experience participants had of working with 
older adults, the more likely they were to chose to discuss with their clients the 
implications of dementia. 
3.5 COMMENTS FROM PARTICIPANTS 
A space was provided for participants to write their comments ahout the Cjuestionnam' j, 
the cnd of part 5 Of the total sample (n=184), 82 partiCipants wrote cotnments. 
accounting for 45 percent of the group. A qualitative analYSIS was not C3TT1Cd out Oil ill. ' 
data as this was not the main remit of this research, Ilowever. t\\'o cOtnl11ents arc 
presented below which represent polar views about the topic 
Participant number two, a female nurse with 15 years experience of working with older 
adults with dementia: 
I feel very strongly that many carers and close relatives need more help to accept 
the diab'l10sis and to understand what it means" I would say that literature on 
dementia and support groups and one to one talks with the carers would bear 
more fruit and make life more acceptable all round than trying to talk to a patient 
with memory loss abOut their illness, 
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Participant number 98, a female clinical psychologist with six and a hal r years experience 
of working with older adults with dementia: 
I always try to give feedback to clients following an assessment , inc luding 101 
dementia. I would go into as much detail about the results and possibl e 
contributing factors as I felt the client wanted, including further deterioration and 
coping strategies. '" I do not use the word 'dementia' to the re ferred pCJ ~i\ '" 11, 
about memory problems, changes in abilities etc. but only use the term dementia 
to carers/family ... lfa client were to ask 'Do yo u mean I have dementia '," i.' 11 , 
answer honestly. 
3.6 SUMMARY 
Hypothesis one was supported by the results, as participants reported they ink li" ('" 
regularly talk (that is, a t least once a month) to olde r adults th ey work with about the 
implications of their progressive memory problems. A third of the parti c ipant ; .: ,:' 
that they would be 'extremely likely' to di scuss with their clients the implication ' 
dementia . Nearly half of the participants indicated that over the previous month the ' had 
discussed such matters betw'een one to three times. Three measures s ignificant ly 
influenced participants' behavioural intentions. These were, in descending orde r, the 
direct subjective norm measure, anxiety and the indirect perceived behavioural ~ ,. ' !~ ' " 
measure. The Theory of Planned Behaviour appeared to be a moderate ly useful mod 1 10 
investigate the subject matter of this study, in comparison to other studi es. Studi es \\;hi ch 
have used this theory have achieved s ignificant explanations of the variance, in 
behavioural intention and/or behaviour, ranging fro m 20 to 68 percent for the thrce maIn 
components of the theory (Ajzen & Madden, 1986; Traeen & Nordlund, 1993; Parker et 
aI. , 1995). Therefore, this study fall s towards the lower range of significant expl ana ti ons 
of the variance of behavioural intention. Overall , the theory and anxiety compone nts 
explained 23 percent of the variance. 
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Hypothesis two, three, and four were supported by the results. As suc h, if 
participants viewed other peoples' views in a positi ve way concerning discuss ing 
dementia with older adults, it predicted their behaviour. The degree to which 
participants consider they have full control when discuss ing with older adults the 
implications of dementia predicted their behavioural intention to discuss such matters. 
Finally, participants would be less likely to di scuss such matters if they were anxious 
about doing so. Hypothesis two was not confirmed by the results, as parti c ipa nts' 
attitudes did not significantly inf1u~nce their intenti ons to di scuss such matters with older 
adults. 
Other variables investigated included the affect gender, profess ion and the length 
of time participants had worked with o lder ad ults had upon their behav ioura l inte nti ons. 
Neither gender no r pro fessio n had a signifi cant elTcct upon bchav io ura r intention, 
although length of experience did. A compari son of the means or each profess ional 
group indicated no differe nces existed for both behavioural intention items between 
professions. However, a difference did exist between responses for the past behaviour 
item behveen profess ions. The implications of a ll these results are di scussed in more 
depth in the next section. 
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Section 4 
DISCUSSION 
4.0 DISCUSSION 
This section presents the followin g: 
• a brief summary of the research findings, 
• methodological considerations, 
• inte rpretation of the results re lated to the research ques tions a nd hypothese , 
• clini cal and service implications, and 
• future research suggested by thi s study. 
4.1 SUM.MARY OF RESEARCH FINDINGS 
4.1.1. Psychometric properties of the rev ised question na i re 
This section di scusses brie fl y whether the revised questionnaire achieved adeq uate 
re li ab ilit y ~ Fir t , C ronbach a lpha coeffic ient tests indica ted tha t the revised questionnaire 
achieved sati sfactory internal reliabi lity, and its' interna l re liab ility is consistent with 
other stud ies (Ajzen & Madden, 1986; Terry & O'Leary, 1995) Second ly, Wi Icoxon 
two-related sampl es I-tests indicated that participant responses' were similar when 
completed at differe nt time points and the questionnaire is thus re liab le at test re-test. 
4.1.2 Summa ry of investigations of the research qu estions and hypotheses 
A summary of the investigations presented in the Results secti on wi ll be provided bri e fl y 
here, and interpretations of these will be discussed in more deta il in section 4 .3 . Data 
from 184 health profess ionals working \vi th older adults with dementia highlighted that 
nearly three quarte rs of the sample would be like ly to discuss with older adults the 
implications of their dementia. Less than a quarter indicated tha t they wou ld be unli ke ly 
to do so. In assess ing past behaviour, few participants indicated they had not discussed 
dementi a with the ir c lients over the past month, whereas, nea rl y half indicated tha t they 
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had done so between one to three times during a one month period. ' Thjs could be 
considered a low frequency, however there are no publi shed studies with which to 
compare this with (for further discussion see section 4 .3. 1). These results indicated tha t 
participants discuss such matters more frequently than perhaps medical staff appear to 
inform patients about a iiagnosis of dementia (Rice & Warner, 1994; Wolff et aI. , L995). 
The results of the second multiple regr ession analysis indicated that the re la ti ve 
importance of the Theory of Planned Behaviour and the anxiety compone nts re lated 11 
behavioural intention were in descending order: subjective norm, a nxi ety, and perce ived 
behavioural control. Altogether the components of the theory, ana lysed in the fi rst 
multiple regression, explained 21 percent of the variance in the behavioural inte ntion 
scores. Anxiety a lso accounted for e ight percent of the variance in behav ioural ill! t~r" j'.' 1\ 
illustrated in the second multipl e regression . Comparing the c urrent study to the study by 
Raats and colleagues (Raats et 01., 1995 ), who used a n add itio nal compo nent ~l !on l 
the theory, the additi<?nal anxi ety component in thi s study expl ained more of the 
proportion of the variance. Previous studies investi ga ting panicul ar behavio urs ha ve 
found that the main components of the Theory of Planned Behaviour expl a in significant 
amounts of the variance in behavioural intention and/or behaviour, ran!:,rl ng from 20 to 60 
percent (Aj zen & Madden, 1986; Traeen & Nordlund, 1993; Parker et aI. , 1995). .~ ' ! ,, : 
study found that 2 1 percent of the variance was explained exclusively by the theory (in 
the first regression analysis) which fa ll s towards the lower end of the range when 
compared to other publi shed studies. Although the percentage explained by the Ih'", " 
not large, in the absence of other appropri ate theories, this theory was considered 
moderately useful to investigate this subj ect matter (see section 4.3.6). 
AttitUde , gender and profession did not contribute significantly to parti c ipants' 
behavioural intentions to discuss with older adults the impli cations o f their dementia. 
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Gender and profession also did not suggest that a di ffe rence existed in the ir predicted 
responses to behavioural intention between men and women, or nurses' and clini cal 
psychologists' behaviour. Although, evidence was found to suggest that a significant 
difference existed between the self-report of past behaviour of nurses and that of clinica l 
psychologists. It appeared that nurses had discussed dementia with their clients more 
often than clinical psychologists. Finally, the length of participants' experi ence was 
associated with participants' behavioural intentions. If participants were experienced in 
both working with olde r adults in mental health services, and working wi th o lder ad ul ts 
with dementia, they were more like ly to discuss such matters with their c lients. 
4.2 METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERA TIONS 
There we re several limitat ions to thi s study. f irstly, thi s study did not direc tl y observ~ or 
assess be haviour. Secondly, although the sampl e seemed to provide a range of 
professiona ls, gender, and experience, a compari son of the profess ional 50uI s have kad 
to proble ms with regional va ri ati ons. Fina lly, the des ign of the study may also have been 
prob lematic. These problems will be di scussed below. 
4.2.1 The measure 
A limit of this, and of some existing studies usi ng the T heory of Planned Behaviour, IS 
that the specified behaviour is not directly observed. It was difficult to observe 
behaviour within the remit of thi s study. Therefore a limita tion of thi s study i ' that it 
involves a correlation ofparlicipants' predictions of their behaviour (i.e. behavioura l 
Intention) rather than direct observa ti on of their behaviour. Self-reports orb~havioura l 
Intention may be unreliable and not corre l.: :e well with actual behav iour. Despite thi s 
there is a substantial body of evidence to suggest that ifstudies usi ng the Theory of 
Planned Behaviour specify the time a nd context closely, behavioura l intention is c lose ly 
related to actual behavio ur (Ajzen 1985 , 1988; Ajzen & Madden, 1986). 
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A disparity was illustrated between two items assess ing participants' se lf-reported 
Intentions to discuss with older adults the implications of the ir dementia. It seems th (J ( 
they were slightly less likely to discuss matters ,vith the older adults with whom they 
work than is suggested by responses to the example used in the vignette. The frequcnw.:s 
of discussing such matters with Mrs Smith (in the vignette) were slightly higher than 
those for discussing matters with clients. 
Possible explanations of thi s disparity bet\>v'een participants' own cl ients and " 
vignette will be explored briefly. Participants may be more likely to discuss the 
implications ofMrs Smith's dementia (woman in vignette) with her because they avt'/ ,!l:(l 
the reali ty of the situation presented in the vignette. For example, participants may nth 
have perceived Mrs Smith as rea l person , with a rea l history, and concerned carers. 
Alternati vely professionals may have read more into the vignette than \,vas stated, and 
di fferences may exist between partic ipants' understanding o r the vignette. A noth ~1 
possibl e explanation is that participants may have intended to di scuss dementi a wi ti ' ",I. 
Smith because the vignette implied that she had a d iagnosis of mild dementi a. The 
sentence 'overall her symptoms appear typical of mild dementia' in the vignette may have 
increased the likelihood that participants' would discuss dementia with her as they 
believe that it is appropriate to inform a sufferer in the early stages of their diseas 
Previous research has indicated that some health profess ionals hold this view, and are 
more like ly to inform sufferers about their diagnosis if they are in the early stages of 
dementia (R ice & Warne r, 1994). Overall , the disparity between the two items is r ,",-
marked and indicates that generally the maj ori ty of participants intended to discuss such 
matters. 
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4.2.2 The sample 
A comparison of a national group of clinical psychologists with a local group of nurses 
may involve regional variations. This study found no evidence to suggest that a 
significant difference existed between the behavioural intention of men and women, nor 
of nurses and clinical psychologists. Some evidence was found to suggest that a 
difference existed between the self-reported past behaviour of nurses and that of el inica I 
psychologists. It appeared that nurse participants had discussed dementia with their 
clients more than clinical psychologists. Also, the more experience partic ipants had of" 
both working in mental health services with older adults, and of working with olde r 
adults with dementia, the more likely they were to di scuss with c lients the implications of 
their dementia. 
However, of the sampl e who co mpl eted ques ti onnai res (n= 184) the particip311ls 
appeared representative of the two profess ional group . Both nurSin g and c lini ca l 
psychology are female dominated professions. The sampl e al so provided a n equa l 
number of participants who worked predominantly with oldcr ad ults with functi onally 
and organically-based difficulties (n=92 per group). T he majori ty ofparticipallts we rt: 
clinical psychologists (69 percent ) which may be because twi ce as many questionna ires 
were distributed to this profession. There was also a wide range of experience as 
qualified professionals, ranging from six months to 40 years, and of experience of 
working with older adu lts with organically-based problems, ranging from six to 27 yeilrs . 
Finally, the sample provided nearl y an equal percentage of those who worked in the 
community (53 percent) and those who worked primarily within hospital or ward settings 
(47 percent). 
T he response rates to all three stages of the study were sa ti sfactory and 
comparable to other postal questionnaire surveys (B lack & Champion , 1976; Goyder, 
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1985; Labovitz & Hagedorn, 1971; Meyers & Grossen, 1974). The combined response 
rate for the pilot and main study stages was 38 percent, and 36 percent returned the test 
re-test questionnaire. However, the current study did not use the general population of 
nurses and clinical psychologists. It could be argued that the attrition rate (62 percent) 
was affected by those individuals who disagreed with talking to older adults about the 
implications of their dementia. These individuals may have chosen not to participate \,H 
the assumption that they needed to discuss dementia with their clients in order to 
complete the questionnaire. However, there is no evidence of a response bias. 
4.2.3 Design 
It IS possible that participants were biased towards providing socially desirable responscs 
Thus, participants may have tended to provide responses whIch were In favour of 
choosing to dISCUSS with older adults thc ImplicatIons or thclr dcmcntla. ThIS ISSllC or 
socIal dcslrabIlity was dlllieult to addrcss, ho\\'c\cI 1IIllltcd i"nforlllation was provlJU. 
about the study and about previous research III the Infoflnatlon sheet (Method scctlOll 
23.3). ThIS aimed to eneouragc participants to sharc thclr VIC\VS based on theIr 
experience 
4.3 INTERPRETATION OF RESEARCH FII\DINGS 
This study indicates that most health professionals who partiCipated in this study 
dIscussed WIth older adults the implicatIOns of theIr dementia. What mtluenccs health 
profeSSIOnals to choose whether or not to discuss such matters WIth chents IS less deal 
This study IIldicates that subjective norm, anxiety and perceived behavioural control arc 
particularly important in participants' decisions. These will be discussed further below 
4.3.1 Frequency of discussing dementia with older adults 
The proposal in hypothesis one that a regular discussion about dementia with clients was 
'at least once a month' was based on experience of working in clinical settings Previolls 
literature has not investigated how often nurses and clinical psychologists discuss with 
older adults the implications of their dementia. Nurses and clinical psyci.ologists were 
also consulted about this matter, alongside the research supervisors. The frequency 
chosen should be treated with caution as the experience of those consulted concerning 
frequency may be atypical to a majority of other professionals. 
The results of thIs study indicate that participants discussed dementIa \vith theIr 
clients more frequently than medical staff appear to inform patients about a dIagnosIs or 
dementia (Rice &. Warner, 1994: WolfTet (1/.1995) It is dItTicult to II1terprl~t the results 
of this study due to the 1IIlllted n:seareh II1tO thIS area I~mad comparISOllS WIth stlldll'S 
Il1vestigating dIagnosIs arc rna"de tentatlvelv and vet appear relevant ()ver:lll. tlm ~tll,h 
indicates that such diSCUSSIOns most frequenth' occur 11I.:t\\'eel1 ol1e to three tlllles ov(:r 
, . 
one month. 
Factors such as, amount and/or nature of workload, may rntluence thIS estImatIOn. 
For example, health profeSSIOnals working exclusively in mental health servIces for older 
adults are more likely to encounter more opportunities to discuss dementia WIth clients 
than perhaps general practitioners who work with patIents from th~ general populatIon 
Therefore it could be expected that professIonals who work IT1 mental health servlc~s 
would be more likely to have increased opportunities to discuss dementia with clIents 
However, variations may exist even between the practice of professionals workIng in 
mental health services. As such, mental health professionals may work exclusively WIth 
clients with dementia (i.e. on a ward for organically-ill patients) or with clwnts who have 
both organically and functionally-based illnesses (I.e, community work) 
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This study indicates that some health professionals have discussed with older 
adults the implications of their progressive memory problems. This appears to contradict 
other studies where health professionals, namely general practitioners and Consultant 
Psychiatrists, tend not to discuss with sufferers their diagnoses and prognoses (Rice & 
Warner, 1994; Wolff el aI., 1995). PhiIlips outlines anecdotal accounts of carers who 
have openly discussed the diagnosis with the sufferer, and the carers have suggested that 
this has invariably been helpful and beneficial (1996). Most found that their anxieties 
about the reaction of the sufferer to the news were unfounded and few expressed regrets 
at being open with their relatives. Giving emotional support as well as practical advice 
concerning plans for the future could follow discussions of dcmentia with patients as 
necessary. 
This study suggests that a majorny or thosc \\ Ill) partiCipated Intended to dl<.,ellSS 
<'krnentia with their clients. HoweveL It IS not possible to gel1LTalIse 10 oth~'r health 
professionals and assume they hold the same hel iet's and IIllentlOllS. Ovcrall. st udlcs 
publIshed to date indicate that Consultant Psychlatnsts and general praclltloners tend not 
to discuss matters with clients themselves, although a majority inform the carcrs and/or 
relatives (Brodaty et ai, 1990; Phillips, 1996) 
It is speculated that when clinicians first began to discuss a diagnOSIs of cancer 
with patients, they had no specific training. DISCUSSing such matters with patients Illay 
have lead to increased anxiety (Buckman, 19(12) However, ovt:r the last 2() vears, thcre 
has been a change in the attitude of health professionals who now prefer to diSCUSS 
dia!:,noses of cancer with patients (Novack et a/., 1979) Current rt:search dot:s not 
indicate that the same has happened for health profeSSIOnals working with older adults 
with dementia. The benefits of early identification ot dementia, diagnosis and discuSSlO1l 
of prognosis could allow for older adults and thclr farllllIes to mobilise a responsc 
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(Canadian Task Force, 1991). Older adults may then be able to access appropriak 
services, or consider moving to a more protective environment. Perhaps increa~ t.: d 
discussions with clients who have dementia would promote training and reduc ·. (I n xwl \" 
surrounding the difficulty of discussing matters with the client himlherself. 
4.3.2 Subjective Norm' the implications of organi sational culture 
The resul ts imply that the subjective norm measure was the most predictive independent 
variable in behavioural intention. This implies that if participants perceived d .L :.:!:> I,', 
likely to discuss dementia with their clients, then they would also be more likely to. T hi s 
would suggest that staff culture change could be a key issue in promoting the , j", ., . 
of dementia with clients in those cultures not favourable to doing so. 
Past research has investi gated organisati onal cultures ( i e. Coo pey, 1989) 
Coopey broadly defines culture a a knowledge-based guide to acceptable ;1: , ;, 
living within .? soc iety or a specific social group ( 1989). Culture is seen as ar ") "'" 
on the way people think and, hence, on the ir behaviour as they adapt to the ir soc ia l 
environment (Ekval\, 1989). Culture is also seen as a system of shared meanings w hich 
members of a society can use to interpret experience as a guide to behaviour. Ra tional 
expl anations of events and actions often obscure their deeper meanings whid ' ;U'" 
expressions of shared values and norms. The culture of an organisation help_ ; t~' 
members to decide upon courses of acti on concerni ng certai n s ituations. 
There are two main levels of cultural knowl edge: surface knowledge and baSIC 
assumptions. Surface knowledge entai ls that which helps individuals to make sense of 
social situations and is readily access ible to those who are in the situation (Coo pey . 
1989). Surface knowledge is embodied in shared be liefs, values and norms that are 
Important for the socia l group. These be liefs and values provide ways of categori s ing 
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events and act accordingly. In psychological teons beliefs are cognitive: individuals 
believe that certain propositions or statements are true. By contrast, values connect to 
individuals' feelings about things and reflect modes of responding to situations, of 
selecting one option rather than another out of all possible actions available. In addition, 
individuals' beliefs and values need to confoon to some extent to the nonns of the 
society's cultural beliefs if slhe is not to become a social outcast. 
Secondly, basic assumptions are taken-for-granted theorics that, irrespectivc of 
individuals' beliefs and values, actually guide the way individuals thlllk and fecI (Coopcy, 
1989). They act as a strong guide to organisational behaviour and thcrc is little dcviation 
from approaches based on assumptions because these assumptions arc qucstioned less 
often and can bc hidden from members of an organisation (Schclll. 19X5) The 
devclopmcnt of a strong culture is based on mcmbers solvlIlg problems accon .. ling to thell 
beliefs and values. In thiS way, values are tested and some are conflrl11ed. and 
assumptions evolve to form the unquestioned basis of dailv actIons. SuggestIons made 
concerning how to change cultures are prescnted later 111 thIS secllon. 
In relation to dementia, it could be speculated that not infonning patients of thei r 
diagnosis is a tried and accepted pattern of behaviour among some health professionals. 
This is likely to be the case, particularly ifthe task is perceived as challenging and 
against the social norm. Social influence is said to produce compliance when a target 
mdlvidual publIcly conforms to the wishes of an influencmg source but docs not change 
hiS/her private beliefs or attitudes (Brown, 1986). Asch (1958) exemplifIed thIS when he 
nvestigated compliance in a f:,'TOUp situation. This study lound that when a single 
participant was placed among confederates of an expenment and shown lines of different 
lengths, the average participant conformed to the group consensus on 32 percent of tnals. 
This was lound with a group of just three confederates (;\sch. 195X) It is not proposed 
that health professionals will not discuss dementia with their clients if their co lleagues do 
not do so, because this decision-making process is seen as a more complex one than Iha!. 
However, Asch's study does imply that social conformity exists in some social situations, 
and this may be an issue for health professionals when deciding to discuss dementia or 
not. lndeed, if health professionals are unclear about a diagnosis of dementia, they are 
probably more likely to decide not to conform to a social nom1 of not sharing in fom " ... , .. 
for two reasons. The diagnosis is unclear and the social norm surro unding it is vague. 
4.3.3 Anxiety 
A regression analysis indicated that the anxiety component predicted a proportion ;1 ,. 
participants' behavioural intentions, although anxiety was less strong than subjecti ve 
norm. Generally speaking the notio n that anxiety leads to avo idance is we ll estah l j s ! ~, t' 
in cogn itive p ychology (Hawton et 01. , 1989) Anxiety appears to havc restric ted som e 
partic ipants from discuss ing the im plicat ions of dementi a with their clients. T his ; vU i . 
imply that some health profess iona ls' require training to become more competent :ll. .!/ ; 
confident. Training could provide guida nce for decision-making concern ing ind ividual 
clients. Tt seems important to assess the impact di scussing dementi a with the client wi ll 
have on the client himlherselfand on hislher carers. Althougb some carers may not wi sh 
this information to be shared with the sufferer or believe the sufferer would want to bi 
informed (Phillips, 1996). Training may be aided by a team policy concerning steps tc 
aid decision-making, inc luding the wi shes of carers, about di scussing such matte rs "vi lh 
older adults . 
Other factors may help to reduce health professional s' anx iety about di scussin.l' 
such matters in appropriate cases. For example, it may be helpful to be ab le to refer l li (; 
client on to appropriate services, therefore adeq uate service provi sion will be required . 
Having appropriate lite rature to give to the cli ent about the nature of dementia may al so 
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be useful. For example, a booklet published by the Alzheimer's Di sease Soc iety ( 1996) is 
clearly written and provides information about the nature of dementia, and organisati ons 
to contact for help and advice. Further suggestions about tra ining and other implica tions 
will be discussed later (section 4.4). 
4.3.4 Perceived behavioural control 
The regression analysis indicated that perceived behavioural control predicted a small but 
significant proportion of the variance. This could imply that, if participants feel in 
control of potential obstacles to discussing dementia, they are more like ly to. Increased 
perceptions of control may relate to different factors , including the professionals' skill s 
and limits on time. However, further research is required to assess which components 
may influence increased perceptions of behavioural contro l. 
4.3.5 Alternative explanat ions of the vari ance 
It seems surprisi ng that attitude did not explain a proportion of the variance in 
behavioural intention. From a common sense vi ew it _vould seem likely that parti c ipants 
would need to view discussing dementia with cli ents as a positive action in order to 
discuss such matters. However, attitude was not found to be significantly important. 
This may reflect a belief that, although in essence discussing dementia with cli ents is 
perce ived as a positive action, some participants felt that the consequences of doing so 
might be markedly negative. For example, some health professionals may believe that 
di SC ussi ng dementia with patients may result in distress for the suffe rer. Instead or 
attitude being important, it seemed that what participants believed others to think about 
discussing such matters, and their anxiety levels, were more: Important in predicting the ir 
behavioural intentions'. 
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This study explained nearly a quarter of the variance in behavioura l intentio n 
responses which indicates that other factors are involved when health professiona l ~~ 
decide whether to discuss dementia with clients. One could speculate about other i";lclo rs 
which might be involved, for example, details about the clients' history and coping 
strategies, what the professional thi i ~ ks about the evidence for a probable diagnosis of 
dementia, the sufferers' own wishes and level of insight, family requests and m,' It." 
health team policy, legal restraints (such as, to stop driving), ethical issues, how 
competent the professional feels about dealing with the possible 'aftermath'" lWd 
confusion about which profession is responsible for informing the patient. 
4.3.6 The utili ty of the Theory of Planned Behaviour 
As me ntioned earlier, the Theory of Planned Behaviour is conside red modem ",1,!.: ,·: i ' 
when investigating this research subject. It could be argued that the theory did not 
explain a larger proportion of the variance in behavioura l inte ntion for two re~I ~,~!II .. 
Fi rst, participants were uncertai n how to assess the ir own behaviour of di sc us:.';)2 
dementia with clients. Secondly, perhaps thi s study addressed a new and taboo subject 
a rea, by investigating discussions of dementia with clients as opposed to with caregivers . 
Many participants might have been less able to self-report the components of the ir 
decision-making process as a result. Also the behavioural intention concept 01 
'discussing \¥ith older adults the implications of the ir progressive memory problem: ' m( y 
be less easy to grasp than behaviours (and concepts) used in other studies . Other studi es 
em ploying the theory have investigated more 'concrete' behaviours, such as die~ ;~,~~ 
(Conner et aI. , 1996; Raats et al., 1995), exercise (Terry & O'Leary, 1995), and ViSllll1 g 
public places to drink alcohol (Traeen & Nordlund, 1993). 
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4.4 CLINICAL AND SERVICE IMPLICATIONS 
In this study, it was not assumed that, by discussing with older adults the implications of 
their dementia, clients would make any positive changes as there is currently little 
evidence to support this assumption. Discussing a diagnosisof dementia with the 
sufferer may prompt the sufferer to make changes, such as, make plans for their future 
and that of their families, or understand more about the disease, or consent to treatments 
available. Alternatively, negative changes may occur such as, the sufferer becoming 
depressed about their illness or misunderstanding the infonnation shared. However, thi s 
study provided no evidence to suggest what older adults might do fo llowing such a 
discussion. 
The main clinical implication of this study implies a need for training 
programmes of health professionals about di scussing dementia with clients. Most of' the 
participants indicated that they intended to talk to their c li ents about dementi a, however 
Some did not which may refl ect that more generally health professional s do not receive 
training in such matters. fn thi s part of the Discussion, components of training 
programmes are outlined briefly, and a model of how to break bad news is presented 
(section 4.4. 1). Service implications for promoting good multi-disciplinary team work 
are also discussed. This study also implies an intervention to change some statf cultures 
towards considering a more positive view of discussi ng dementia with older adu lts. As 
mentioned earlier, Coopey indicates that organisational cu lture develops and the be liefs 
of its members are confirmed ( 1989). Coopey proposes three ways that cultures can 
change: the content of cultural knowledge, competition between subcultures, and 
individual importation of cultural knowledge. An example for this study might be to 
employ teaching and training from individuals both in and outside 'of the services. 
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Components of possible programmes to train health professionals to di scuss 
dementia with clients may include the following components. An individual assessment 
may be required in order to inform the health professional of possible affects a di scussion 
with the sufferer about dementia may have. A history of the client and hisfher coping 
strategies may prove useful. It may be helpful for the carers to attend the discussion to 
facilitate and/or back up what professional says. Al so, an appropria te environment t f . 
talk to older adults is important. However, this may not be poss ible for some hea lth 
professionals, for example, nurses working primarily in hospital settings. [n additi on. 
health professionals could create a climate in which suffe re rs and carers feel bette r able 
to ask questions without the pressure of time upon them. Fina ll y, it may be he lpful 11.; "' ,_ 
certain techniques to clarifY the information for the suffe re r and to prompt the ir memory 
of the di scussion . For example, an audio-tape of the di scussion and information leaf1,:l ' 
may prompt the older adults' memory at a later da te. It secms appropria te to trai n and 
educate hea lth professiona ls, based on past research, a im ed a t chan ' ing the ir attituu :., 
about potenti ally negative consequenc(f,S from discuss ing dementi a with c li ents. om 
studie indicate that a majority of older adults with and witho ut dementia woul d wallt to 
be told about a diagnosis of dementia (Erde et aI. , 1988; Wol fr et aI. , 1995). [n additi ol'l, 
provisional investi gations into the consequences of di scuss ing dementia appear bene fi cial 
for the suffe rer (Husband, (996). 
As mentioned earli er, some health profe iona ls may not have adequa te skill to 
di scuss dementia with c lients. A tendency to avoid brea king bad news to patients m:ll' 
often be seen as a lack of sympathy by health profes iona ls, but is ofte n beca use the 
profess ional fee ls ill -prepared owing to a lack of training e ithe r pre or post-registration 
leve l (Sabl e wicz, Kershaw, & Mangan, 1994a). Poss ible components to promote good 
multi-di sciplinary teamwork within menta l health services a re outlined . 
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These components may include a team policy of the procedure of assess ing 
whether an older adult should be informed about their de mentia. A thorough assessment 
should be made to investigate the evidence of a probable diagnosis of dementia . T his 
assessment should also include a view of possible consequences for older adults if 
information about a diagnosis of dementia is shared with them. In one of the initia l 
interviews a nurse commented that it is harder to discuss such matters with those cl i Ilt~ 
whom the nurse liked better than others. Therefore it might be questioned whether thi s 
professional would be the most appropriate person in thi s case. It may be appropri a te II I 
designate a member of the team who knows the older adult we ll to either talk with the 
older adult or accompany the Psychiatri st for thi s purpose. Ca rers may a lso be in vited '." 
thi s discussion. It is important that whoever di scusses dementia with the client has the 
skill s and information required, or knows how to acces appropriate informati on . 
Other possibl e components to fac i I itate di scuss ions mi ght i nvo l v~ a 111 ul t 1-
di sciplinary team sharing the ir profess ional views about any evidence o f d me nti a 
diffe rences may exist within a team. The team should a lso comm unicate wi th sla fT 
working with the patient on a daily basis (i.e. in day hospitals). T his will enab le star!' 10 
know whether a probable diagnosis of dementia has been suggested a nd the refore how 10 
communicate appropriately with the c lient. In addition, commwlication between men UI 
health professionals and other professionals needs to be frequent. Otherwi e di fficulti r.' , 
may arise, for example, genera l practitioners mi ght assume the community team has 
di c ussed dementia with the c lient and the team might think the gene ral practitionc '-' 1 
done so. 
Finally, it appears useful to have booklets/leaflets avai lable for profess i na ls 10 
educate others about de mentia , including clients, re latives and other health pro fc siollals. 
Lt eems good practice to record what wa sa id, as we ll as, the reactio n of those b~ing 
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informed in the nursing and/or medical notes. It mi ght al so be appropriate to consider a 
'de-briefing', giving professionals a chance to di scuss how they fe lt the meeting with the 
sufferer went. This aims to eliminate any undue stress related to being exposed to 
difficult situations, otherwise it may well present later in the form of an inability to cope 
with a similar situation. 
4.4.1 A model of how to break bad news 
Buckman (1992) suggests that what concerns many profess ional s about the prospect of 
breaking bad news are fears of causing pain, being blamed for the news and the shame of 
being shown up because of not knowing the answers to questions that may arise. He 
presents a model of how to 'break bad news' to patients (i.e. degenerative or fatal 
diagnoses), and it consists of six steps mainly concern ing di closure ofa diagnosis to a 
patient (B uckman, J 992). These steps are: gelling started , findin g out how much the 
person knows, find out how much they v.:ant to know. sharing information, identi fy in g 
and acknowledging the person's feelings , and pl anning and followin g through. To outline 
these steps, getting started involves finding an appropriate phys ical context and 
considering who to invite. Secondly, the health profess ional should find out how much 
the patient already knows by careful 1 istening and questioning of the patient (i.e. 'Did you 
think something serious was going on when .. . ?'). Next the profess iona l needs to find out 
how much patients want to know, again by asking questions (i .e. 'Would you like to know 
the full detail s of the diagnosis?'). The professional can then move onto sharing 
in fo rmation about a diagnosis if appropriate. An agenda is useful and professional s 
should share small pieces of information with the patient (and relatives), check the 
clients' understanding of the information shared. Identifying and acknowledging the 
patients feelings at this point is seen as important. Finally, Buckman suggests that hea lth 
profess ionals should organise and plan an appropriate action , such as identifyin J other 
supports for the patient. To summari se, thi s modcl guides profess iona ls through 
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assessment of the level of knowledge and the wish of patients to know their diagnos is as 
a guide to what to infonn patients. 
This model seems useful for health professionals working with people with 
dementia to adopt where necessary. However it is one among many, and different 
models are often taught on training courses for health professionals. For example, some 
effective nurse training models comprise of rol e-plays (Sablewicz, Kershaw, & Mangan, 
1994b) and teaching in assessment and counse lling skill s (Heaven & Maguire, 1996; 
Parathian & Taylor, 1993). Whereas, up until about the early 1980s, trainee doctors were 
not taught about old age mental health issues. 
It seems rea li stic to propose that breaking bad news could prove a difficult l P ', 
ror health professionals working with older ad ul ts with dementia . Breaking bad news 
may prompt a cris is and yet, in the long-terni', may al so prompt c lients to manage 111 1.. 1-
d iffic ulti es as they adapt to the news, use coping strategies, and co ntact services. Tb, 
author believes that it is appropriate to assess whether to discuss with older adults the 
implications of their dementia. Also that, having decided it appropriate, it is important to 
inform a majority of those with dementia about their disease, particularly those in thc 
early stages of dementia. T his can validate sufferers' experiences and shorten a perio(l ,1 1 
time when a suffere r may feel unsure and question what is going on (i.e. feel they are 
goi ng mad). Section 4.5 hi ghlights some ethical issues surrounding the process of 
sharing information with sufferers if appropriate. Overa ll , this study found that in j l , " ) f " 
participants think di scussing such matters is a good idea, however, it must be seem 
difficult to inform c lients if stafffeel unprepared, or feel guilty that have not got the al l 
answers, and cannot make matters better for the person. 
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4.5 ETIDCAL CONSIDERATIONS OF DISCUSSING A DIAGNOSIS OF 
DEMENTIA 
Previous research suggests that there is limited discussion of the experience of dementia , 
but usually in the absence of the client being told their diagnosis. This rai ses several 
interesting ethical issues. These surround the broad issue vf a patients' right to be 
informed about a diagnosis and prognosis, and consent to treatment issues. Specific to 
dementia, carers may not wish their relative to be told about their illness which creates a 
complex situation for health professionals. These issues will be di scussed below. 
4.5.1 The rights of a patient 
It is generally well accepted that a patient has a right to information concerning hi s/her 
future (Phillips, 1996). However, if a patient is not told abo ut the ri sks of treatment , the 
health professiona l may be breaching co nsent and the tort of negl igence (Seed house & 
Lovett , 1992). Another consequence of not being told about ones' own medi ca l . tatus is 
that a patient cannot experience autonomy. It is argued that medics and other hea lth 
professionals create autonomy for patients' by removing obstacles to various hum an 
potentials, including physical, intellectual , and emoti onal (Seedhollse & Lovelt, 1992). 
Thus, there is an onus on health professional s to show how the chosen course of acti on is 
to be preferred over any other. Kitwood (1995) suggests that older adu lts with dementia 
require empowerment and thus, not only families , but the sufferers themselves, need to 
be informed about the nature of their difficulties in order to access services , plan for the 
future, or even seek a second opinion. Kitwood postulates that be ing diagnosed with 
dementia affects the sufferer'S view of themselves. As such, if infonnation about the 
diagnosis and implications of dementia is withheld, this may also affect sufferers as 
individuals. The onus on health professionals' to explai n the ir chosen course of action is 
perhaps disregarded when they decide whether or not to infonn people with dementia 
about their diagnoses. 
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There may be a case for withholding diagnostic information ifhealth 
professionals perceive an obligation to benefit patients and not harm them. T hi s may 
override any requirement of not deceiving patients. For example, by definition pati(~nts 
with serious illnesses already have severe problems, and a doctor may add to these 
problems by giving patients Jistressing news. Moreover, the patients' prospects of 
integrating this information often depend crucially on their mood. Sharing news aL,.; \; 
dire diseases may undermine patients' mood and impair their prospects of managing the 
news and perhaps even the disease. Thus, it seems a challengi ng situation to filld Illk ;· '; 
in of deciding whether or not to share some potentially 'devastating' information. It is 
currently difficult to assess whether real harm results fro m honesty in response; 10 ~ I; I i"-'11 ' 
who wanted reliable information about their condition, or whether real harm comes i;Ol ; ' 
withholding such information . This again indicates that research into the im pact ,); 
sharing information with older adults with dementia would be useful. 
4.5.2 Difficulties when communicating a diagnosis 
A case could be proposed to support withholding infomlation about a diagnosis from the 
patient if the information cannot be communicated (Gil lon, 1985). This could occur 
either because the diagnosis is uncertain , or the patient would not be in a pos ition to 
understand it (i.e. misinterpret words like 'cancer' or 'dementia'). It also could bl: 
regarded as meaningless to attempt to inform patients of the whole 'truth' because this i ~ 
rarely possible. Thus, if a diagnosis is uncertain , should this information be shared with 
a patient ifit could be incorrect? This is a frequent scenario for dementia, as a dc fin itl 
diagnosis can only be assured at post-mortem and health professionals rely on probable 
diagnoses. For those diagnosed with some diseases, for example cancer, there is more 
certainty about the diagnosis. However, for dementia, usually a change in an individuai's 
functioning is noticeable before physiological evidence (i .e. of brain les ions) is availabl e. 
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Such a dilemma raises several questions: can carers and/or profess ionals legally 
and ethically withhold infonnation about a diagnosis of de mentia on the grounds that it is 
not definite? This appears implausible and is difficult to answer, but this could be used 
as an 'excuse' not to infonn patients about their diagnosis of dementi a. In addition, some 
researchers propose that people with dementia retain a capacity to communicate and to 
describe their experience of dementia (Goldsmith, 1996). T hus, it may be possible to 
ask, or infer through questioning, olde r adults w ith dementia whe the r they want to be told 
about the implications of their di sease. 
4.5.3 The wishes of people with dementia and their carers 
As is sometimes the case, carers may believe that their relative with dementia does not 
want to be told abou t their diagnosis and prognosis (Phillips, 1996). As such, carers will 
often know more about their relatives' illness than the suffere rs themselves (Brodaty el 
al. , 1. 990). T hi s could be seen as a breach of confidenti a lity accord ing to the law, tha t 
carers know more than the patient (Kennedy & Grubb, 1989). However, the other side of 
the coin must a lso be considered , in that patients may not want to be told the truth when 
it is 'dire', particularly if they have a fatal or degenerative conditio n (Gillon , 1985). Th is 
raises importan t issues for health profess ionals to conside r. 
Most of the ethical issues outlined above are drawn from medical ethics which 
ma inly concern whether to share a diagnosis, which is not directly what this study 
addresses. However, it seems often the case that people with dementi a are not informed 
about the ir diagnos is and prognosis because both hea lth professionals and caregivers 
have genuine reasons to withhold this ·infonnation. 
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4.6 FUTURE RESEARCH 
Completion of this study has suggested a number of areas in which further research m\\~ 
contribute to current knowledge about the process and frequency of discussing with ollh 
adults the implications of their dementia. This study has also contributed to knowledge 
concerning health professionals' behaviour, and further areas of research could be 
suggested. Some of these are outlined below. 
4.6.1 Future research into dementia 
This study provided no evidence to suggest what the consequences are for older adUlt:. 
following a discussion about the dial:,'l1osis and implications of their dementia. !t h I" " " 
an important area to investigate these consequences as both positive and negative 
consequences may occur for the sufferer, the ir fami ly, or the health professional 'i. l~ .. 
in fo rmed the suffer. Future research into thi s area mi ght inform tra ining programmes (or' 
health profess ionals. For exampl e, profess ionals may require tra ining in ski ll s 
appropriate .. to manage any negative consequences or the 'aftenn ath' for the suffcT 
They may also require training in how to build upon positi ve consequences, such as, 
encouraging the sufferer to engage in treatment. 
If health professionals decide to discuss with older adults the impli ca tion:; '"' ,; , .. , 
dementia, it seems likely that sharing thi s information with the sufferer may prove 
difficult. It would be useful to investi gate effecti ve techniques a professional could use 
to facilitate the sufferers' understanding of the di scuss ion . Future research into tl i ~; :1"." 
may also add to a training programme. Fina lly, it would be useful to investi gate what 
other factors are important when deciding to di scuss dementia with sufferers in gene ral, 
as this study explained less' than a quarter of the variance in behavioural intenti on. 
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4.6.2 Future research into health professionals' behaviour 
The Theory of Planned Behaviour may prove useful to investigate other, more concrete, 
behaviours of health professional s. Alternatively other theories could be employed, such 
as clinical judgement-analysis, already used to investigate clinical decision-makin g in 
rheumatology (Kirwan, De Saintonge & Joyce, 1990). 
4.7 CONCLUSIONS 
The major conclusions drawn from this study were: 
1. Most participants in this study indicated that they would be likely to di scuss with their 
clients the implications of their progress ive memory problems. 
2. In descending order, the predictive factors which influenced parti cipants to di scuss 
such matters were: subj ective norm , anxiety, and perceived behavioura l conlr0 \ 
3. The results of thi s study impl y an intervention with staff culture and . where 
appropriate , change of staff perception of the socia l norm. 
4 . Thi s study also implies an interventi on of staff trainin g progra l ni nl :~ 
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Section 6 
A PPEND.Ki~S 
tnn 
Appendix 1: Design and layout of the instructions sheet 
Health professionals discussion of dementia with older adults: 
an application of the Theory of Planned Behaviour 
In this questionnaire I am interested in finding out about the attitudes and practices of Health 
Professional's who have had clinical contact with older adults (over 65 years) with dementia. 
Specifically, I am interested in your attitude to talking to older adults about the implications of 
their pro,3ressive memory problems (dementia). 
Please complete all questions according to : 
• 
• 
• 
your current working practice, 
your current main work setting, and 
the older adults you work with. 
I realise that parts of this questionnaire may appear repetitive. The format is designed to fit ill 
with a particular theory. Space will be provided at the end for your comments about the 
questionnaire which will be welcome. 
General Instructions 
In this questionnaire, most questions make use of rating scales with seven places. Plcase make i'I 
cross mark in the place that best desclibes yo ur opinion. For example, if you think the wealhl:1 ;j , 
Engiand is extremely good, then you wo uld mark the scale as follows: 
The weather in England is: 
Extremely , / 
Good : /\ 
---'--
Exrrcl11 cly 
Bad 
If you think the weather in England is qui te bad. then yo u might place your cross mark a ro ll ows : 
The weather in England is: 
ExtTemeLy 
Good 
Summary of Instructions for Rat ing Sca les 
In making your ratings please: 
;< 
• Place your cross marks i.n the middle o{spaces , not on the boundaries: 
---~--- - - __ ---- ------- -t-I- ->- -~ thi s ndt thi s 
Ex tremely 
Bad 
• Answer all the questions and work steadily through them without leaving any out 
• Put only ~ cross mark on each single cale 
If you would like further infonnation about thi s research, please contact : Suzanne Wllitchead, 
Trainee Clinical Psychologist, Department ofClinjcal Psychology, Isis Education Centrc, 
Warneford Hospital , Roosevelt Drive, Headington, Oxford OX3 7 JX Tel. (0 1865) 22643 1 
Thank you for your interest in this resea rch 
Appendix 2: Design and layout of the revised questionnaire 
The revised questionnaire used as part of the main study is presented overleaf. The 
questionnaire was printed on two sides of the page, and comprised of sheets four of paper 
in total. These four sheets plus the information and instructions sheets were sent to 
. nurses and psychologists. For this appendix section, the pages of the questionnaire will 
be presented on one side of paper, totalling eight sheets. 
Part 1 
This section asks about your intention to talk. to older adults you work with about the 
implications of their progressive memory problems (dementia). 
1. At some time during the next month: 
How likely is it that you will discuss the implications of dementia with these older adults? 
Extremely Extremely 
Likely : Unlikely 
2. Over the past month how many times have you talked about the implications of progressive 
memory problems with older adults at work ? 
Not at all 
I - 3 
4-6 
7-9 
10 or more 
Please tick c!"!e !!!}:': 
Now please read this paragraph carefully 
Mrs Smith is in her early 70's. You have seen her following a referral from her GP. It appears 
that she has become increasingly forgetful over the last twelve months. Recently she started to 
forget the names of people she knows well and, when you saw her, she was unclear about 
both the date and the day of the week. She has had two 'scrapes' in her car and is less confident 
about driving now. Overall her symptoms appear typical of mild dementia . 
. , 3 . At some time during the month following her initial refelTal, how likely is it that you 
would talk to 1rs Smith about the implications of her progressive memory problems? 
Extremely ExtTemely 
Likely ___ _____ _ . ___ . ___ _ __ ___ : Unlikely 
4 . At some time during the next month : 
The thought of talking to older adults [ work with about the implications of their progressive 
memory problems makes me feel : 
Very 
Anxious : 
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--- - -------- ----------- - ----
Not at all 
Anxious 
Part 2 
In this section I am interested in your attitude to talking to older adults you work with 
about the implications of their progressive memory problems. 
Please rate your attitude on the fonowing scales and consider the older adult's perspective. 
In your opinion, talking to older adults you work with about the implications of their progressive 
memory problems at sometime over-the nex t month is, for them: 
Useful Useless 
Harmful Beneficial 
Good 
------------- - -- - - - - ---- ---
Bad 
Rewarding Punishing 
Unpleasant Pleasant 
Desirable Undesirable 
Talking to older adults you work with about the implications oftheir progressive 
memory problems may result in a number of possible consequences. 
Please rate how desirable or undesirable you think these consequences arc: 
1_ Older adults gaining a better understanding of their progressive memory problems is: 
Extremely Extremely 
Desirable : Undesira!" 
2 _ Older adults making plans for the future (eg_ fi nancia l, type of care) is: 
Extremely . 
Desirable : 
- ---
3 _ Older ad ults becoming emotionallv di stressed is : 
Extremely ~ -
Desirable: 
---- ---
4_ Older adults starting to cope with their progressive memory problems is: 
Extremely 
Desirable : 
---- '----
5. Older adults accepting various treatments offered is: 
Extremely 
Undesirab le 
Extremely 
: Undesirable 
Extremely 
: Undesirabl e 
Extremely Extremel y 
Desirable : ____________ ________________ : UndesiraH l 
6. Older adults forgetting what was talked about is: 
Extremely ExtTemely 
Desirable : ________ ' ____ __ _ _____ ' _ ___ ____ : Undesirabk 
7. Older adults becoming depressed is: 
Extremely Extremely 
Desirable : ________ ' ____ ____ ____________ : Undesirable 
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8. Older adu.lts becoming better informed about the nature of dementia is: 
Extremeiy 
Desirable : 
----
9. Older adults becoming frightened about the future is: 
Extremely 
Desirable: 
----
Extremely 
: Undesirable 
---
Extremely 
: Undesirable 
---
10. Older adults having a health professional acknowledge the problems they are 
experiencing is: 
Extremely 
Desirable: 
----
Extremely 
: Undesirab' ~ 
---
Now please rate how likeiy or uniikeiy you think it IS that each of these consequences 
would Occur if you talked to older adults you work with about the implications of their 
progressive memory problems: 
1. Slhe would gain a better understanding of the progressive memory problems 
Extremely Extremely 
Likely : Unlikely 
2. Slhe would make plans for the future (eg. financial , type of care) 
Extremely 
Likely 
Extremely 
_____________________ : Unlikely 
3. Slhe would become emotionally distressed 
Extremely 
Likely 
4. S/he would start to cope with the progressive memory problems 
Extremely 
Likely 
5. S/he would accept various treatments offered 
Extremely 
Likely 
6. Slhe would forget what was talked about 
Extremely 
Likely 
7. Slhe would become depressed 
Extremely 
Likely 
8. S/he wou.ld be better infonned about the nature of dementia 
ExtTemely 
Likely 
9. Slhe would become frightened about the future 
---
Extremely 
: Unlikely 
---
---
---
---
---
Extremely 
: Unlikely 
Extremely 
: Un likely 
Extremely 
: Unlikely 
Extremely 
: Un likely 
Extremely 
: Unlikely 
Extremely Extremely 
Likely _____________________ : Unlikely 
]0. Slhe would have a health professional acknowledge the problems being experienced 
Extremely ExtTemely 
Likely : Unlikely 
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Part 3 
In this section there is a list of people ~ho you may work with. I would like to know 
how you think these veople would like you to act. Particularly think about this next 
month and your main work setting. If you do not work with these people please make 
your best guess about what they may think. 
1. In general: 
Most people who are important to me think [ should talk to older adults I 
work with about the implications of their progressive memory problems. 
Strongly 
Agree : 
---
2. At work: 
Strongly 
Disagree 
The COlleagues 1 admire the most thmk I should talk to older ad ults about the 
implications of their progressive memory problems. 
Strongly 
Agree : 
---
3. In particular: 
Strongly 
Disagr?" 
The GP thinks that I should talk to older adults 1 work with about the implications 
of their progressive memory problems 
Strongly 
Agree : ______ ______ _ _ ______ _ 
Strong y 
Disagrcc 
4. The Consultant Psychiatrist thinks that I should talk to older ad ults T work 
with about the implications of their progressive memory problems 
Strongly SlTongly 
Agree : • Di Sl1['.r<' . 
5 . The older adults I work witb think that [ should talk to them about the 
implications of their progressive memory probl ems 
Strongly 
Agree : 
---
trongly 
Disagrc'~ 
6. The family of the older adults think that I should talk to their older relatives 
about the implications of their progressive memory problems 
Strongly 
Agree : ___ , _________________ _ 
7. The colleague I admire most thinks that [ should talk to the older adults r 
work with about the implications of their progressive memory problems 
StTongly 
Agree : ____________________ _ 
8. The main carer of the older adults think that I should talk to their older 
relatives about the implications of their progressive memory problems 
Strongly 
Agree : _______________ _ _ ___ _ 
StrOri1:.;, 
Disagw 
trongly 
Di S:-lprc(' 
Strongly 
Disagree 
9. Tbe clinical psychologist/qualified nurse* thinks that I should talk to the older adults 
I work with about the implications of their progressive memory problems 
Strongly StTongiy 
Agree : Disa 'ree 
"' Delete as applicable ie. if you are a nurse please rate what a psychologist may think. 
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Now please rate how likely it is that vou intend to do what these people think 
you should with regard to talking to the older adults you work with about the 
implications of their progressive memory problems. 
Would you say that generally speaking, over the next month: 
L I intend to do what the main carer thinks I should do: 
Extremely Extremely 
Likely ______ ---,-______________ : Unlikely 
2. I intend to do what the colleague I admire the most thinks 1 should do: 
Extremely Extremely 
Likely _________ , ____________ : Unlikely 
3. I intend to do what the Consultant Psychiatrist thinks 1 should do : 
Extremely Extremely 
Likely ___ ' __________________ : Unlikely 
4. I intend to do what the qualified nurse/clinical psychologist* thinks T should do: 
Extremely Extremely 
Likely : Unlikely 
*Delete as applicable 
s. I intend to do what the family of the older adult think I should do: 
Extremely Extremely 
Likely _____________________ ____ : Unlikely 
6. I intend to do what the GP thinks I should do: 
Extremely Extremely 
Likely _______________ ___ : ____ ._: Un.likely 
7. I intend to do what the older adult himfherself thinks J should do: 
Extremely EXlIemely 
Likely ___________________ ________ : Unlikely 
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Part 4 
In this section there is a list of factors or conditions which may make it easier to talk to 
older adults you work with about the implications of their progressive memory problems. 
Please think about your main setting and how you might act during the next month. 
First please evaluate these: 
L If! wanted to, I could easily talk to older adults I work witb about the implications 
of their progressive memory problems 
Strongly 
Agree : 
----
Strongly 
Disagree 
2. If! talked to older adults I work with about the implications of their progressive 
memory problems, it would be: 
Extremely 
Easy 
Extremely 
Difficult 
3. How much control do you feel you have over whether you do or do not talk to older 
adults you work with about the implications of their progressive memory problems? 
Complete Very 
Control : : Little control 
4. How confident do you feel about your ability to talk to older adults you work with 
about the implications of their progressive memory problems? 
Complete 
Confidence : : No Con fi d<::~v.(: 
Please rate how likelv or unlikelv yOU think it is that each of the followin g will occur 
which may make it easier to talk to older adults you work with about the implications 
of their progressive memory problems: 
I . Having written information about dementia to give to older ad ults is: 
Extremely 
Likely 
2. Having time to spend talking with older adults is: 
Extrem ely 
Likely 
3. Older adults being upset is: 
----
----
Extremely 
: Unlikely 
Extremely 
: Unlikely 
Extremely Extremely 
Likely _____________________ : Unlikely 
4. Having a team assessment suggestive of progressive memory problems is: 
Extremely Extremely 
Likely : Unlikely 
5. Having adequate selvice provision to refer older adults to (eg. for treatment or support) i.,. 
Extremely Extremely 
Likely : Unlikely 
6. My having the appropriate skills to talk to older adults about the implications of their 
progressive memory problems is: 
Extremely ExtTemely 
Likely _____________________ : Unlikely 
7. Having access to an appropriate (eg. quiet/private) environment to talk is: 
Extremely Extremely 
Likely _______________________ : Unlikely 
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8. Having a good relationship with older adults I work with is: 
Extremely 
Likely 
Extremely 
: Unlikely 
---
9. Having good relationship with the carers of the older adults I work with is: 
Extremely Extremely 
Likely : Unlikely 
Now please rate the extent to which each of these would increase the likelihood 
that you would talk to older adults you work with about the implications of theiJ-
progressive memory problems: 
1. If! had written infonnation about dementia to give to older adults, talking to them wonid \ .. 
~u M~ 
Likely : : Likely 
2. If I had more time to spend talking with older adults, tal kuIg to them would be: 
Less Mon.:: 
Likely : : Likely 
3. If the older adult was upset, tallcing to them would be: 
Less 
Likely : 
---
M or[ 
Lik;;i., 
4 . If the team assessment provided evidence suggestive of progressive memOlY 
problems, talking to them would be: 
Less 
Likely : 
---------------------
More 
Likely 
5. Ifl had adequate service provision to refer older ad ults to (eg. for h'eatment 0: 
talking to them would be: 
Less 
Likely: 
---
M , 
Likely 
6. If I had the appropriate skills to talk to older adlllts abou t the implicati ons of 'h~ ir 
progressive memory problems, talking to them would be: 
Less 
Likely : 
---
More 
Likely 
7. IfI had access to an appropriate (eg. quiet/private) environment, talking to th " I ' i." ), /.1' 1 .} ,. 
Less More 
Likely : : Likel 
8. If I had a good rel ationship with older ad ults I work with, tal king to them wo uld be: 
Less More 
Likely: : Li kd v 
9. IfI had a good relationship with the carers of the older ad ults I work with, t; likilll~ 
to dIem would be: 
Less 
Likely : ___________________________ _ 
Please make your best ~timate about what your feelings would be: 
At some time over the next month : 
More 
Likel 
IfI did talk to older adults r work with about the implications of their progressive memory 
problems, I would be: 
Very Not at al l 
Anxious : Anxious 
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Part 5 
This section asks you about some pe rsonal details which will rema in confidential. 
1. Do you spend most of your time working in mental health settings wi th older adults with : 
'Organic' difficulties 
'Functional' difficulties 
B"" """ bo, 
2. Do you currently work in: 
Memory clinic 
Community Setting 
Ward Setting 
Residential Service 
Day Hospital/U ni t 
Other 
Please tick all boxes which apply and put an " asterisk 
~ th, on, you , • • nd most of )'Qu' fin" 
3. What gender are you ? MALE 
FEMALE 
§ 
B 
Please specify ....... ... .... .... .......... .. .. .. ....... . 
4. What is your profession ? Please tick n box 
Nurse 
C linical Psychologist 
5. How long have yo u been qualified ') 
B 
6. How long have you worked with o lder adul ts 
in mental hea1th settings since yo u quali fi ed ? 
7. How long have you worked with older adult s 
with progressive memory problems ') 
8 . Date of completing this questionnaire is: 
Part 6 
years/mont IIsft 
~ Uclcte as a pplicahle 
_____ years/mollt li s'" 
_____ ye:Jrs/IllOll tll s '" 
______ 1997 
As part of this research it will be necessary to re-contact some participants. Would you bc wi ll in" t • 
be re-contacted for a furtj1er stage in thi s study? If so please provide your name and add ress below 
The information given will remain con fidenti al and will not be used fo r any other purpose. O n 
completion of thi s research, these records will be destroyed. 
Name: 
Address: _______________________ _ 
_________________ PosI Code ____ _ 
You may like to add comments of your own about this questionnaire which will be read wit h in terest. 
Space is provided here, and please feel free to write on an addi tional page. 
Thank you for tak.ing the time to complete this questionna ire 
Suzanne Whitehead 
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Appendix 3: Design and layout of the revised information sheet 
One minor difference existed between the information sheets distributed to the two 
professional groups, nurses and clinical psychologists. For this appendix section only the 
information sheet designed for nurses will be presented overleaf. The difference between 
the information sheets concerned how clinical psychologists could obtain deta ils of the 
results of this study. As such, paragraph six on the information sheet was different for 
the two professions. For clinical psychologists paragraph six was replaced with : 
I intend to publish the results of this study in the PSIGE Newsletter. In addition a 
sheet summarising the results and applications of this research will be availabi ; 
OXFORD REGIONAL TRAINING COURSE IN CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY 
lala Education Centre 
Warneford Hospital 
Roosevelt Drive 
Headington 
Oxford OX3 7JX 
Tel: 
Fax: 
Oxford (01865) 226431 Course Administrator 
226364 Course Secretary 
Oxford (01865) 226374 
Health professionals discussion of dementia with older adults: 
an application of the Theory of Planned Behayiour 
I am a trainee clinical psychologist conducting research on the above topic. The sturiy investigates 
what factors influence health professionals decisions to talk to older adults about the implications 
of their progressive memory problems (or dementia). This research is being conducted as part of 
a Doctorate in Clinical Psychology. 
Health professionals working with older adults often come across evidence suggestive of 
progressive memory problems during their working practice. Professionals tllen mayor may not 
talk about the implications of this evidence with the individual themselves (as opposed to the 
family or carers). The opportunity to talk may arise during working practice, for example, in day 
to day activities, therapy, or group interactions. Alternatively a patient may directly ask a 
professional . The literature suggests tllat little is known about attitudes or practice in this area. 
The reasons for and against talking to older adults about the implications of progressive memory 
problems (or dementia) appear to be complex. This study aims to investigate tllese factors. 
Questionnaires are being di stributed to nurses and clinical psychologists to fLOd out more about 
their attitudes to this aspect of their work . Participation in thi s study is entirely voluntary . All 
questiorLOaire responses will be confidential and kept in a secured filing cabinet. No informati on 
will be fedback to the services involved in the study which wi ll identity individual rc ponscs. 
Please complete the questionnaire if you have 
• worked in this field for more than 6 months 
• had clinical contact with older adults with dementia over the last 6 months 
• a professional qualification as a nurse or c1in.ical psychologist 
I f this does not apply to you, I would be grateful if you could either return the questionnaire in the 
S.A.E. enclosed, or pass the questionnaire onto someone appropriate to complete. 
I have discussed this study with the Directorate Manager who supports the research, although he 
will not look at the questionnaire responses. Further details about the study can be obtained from 
the contact information given at the bottom of this page. I will make arrangements to feedback 
the results of this research to those interested. In addition a sheet summarising the result s and 
applications of this research will be available. 
This questionnaire takes twenty minutes maximum to complete. 
Thank you very much for your interest in this research 
Suzanne Whitehead 
Please keep this sheet for your infol-mation 
Contact Infonnatiow 
Suzanne Whitehead, Trainee Clinical Psychologist, Department of Clinical Psychology, Isis 
Education Centre, Warneford Hospital , Headingtoll, Oxford OX3 7 JX Te1. (0 1865) 22643 1 
Appendix 4: Final amendments to the draft Questionnaire and information sheet 
The draft questionnaire and information sheet were amended and developed to create a 
revised questionnaire and information sheet which were easily read. The list of changes 
are outlined below. 
• Some items were moved in order to avoid participants responding to items based on 
their response to previous ones. For exam;,!e, the item about past behaviour was 
moved to appear after the first behavioural intention item. This change was ma.dc 
because it was thought that the vignette affected the items following it. For example, 
participants may think it is socially desirable to discuss the implications of 
progressive memory problems with older adults they worked with, and thus foll owing 
the vignette, might introduce a bias in response. In addition, one of the three 
behavioural Intention items were deleted in the interests of a shorter questionnaire. 
• One anxiety item was moved to the end of part 1 and the other to the end of Pjl' I: it 
The other two anxiety items were deleted as they appeared to add little useful 
i nforrnation. 
• The wording was cl arified for the short preambles to each secti on. For example, ttlt; 
preamble for part 3 was changed from 'how much' to 'how li kely' because this 
appeared clearer to read and the wording tenscs were more accurate. 
• In part 3 it was decided that the scale end words should be 'strongly di s/agr p,' 10, :\" . 
global direct measures as this read better for the section. 
• The information sheet was amended so that it was relevant to both nurses "rid djl ll ~<t ; 
psychologists highlighting that the investigator had spoken to loca l clinica l 
psychologists who supported the study and nurse managers. it was also indicalcd 
how the results of the study would be disemminated to the participants . 
• The information sheet was also amended to include some examples of when 
participants might be asked about dementia by patients. 
Appendix 5 : Amendme nts made to the infonnation sheet (test-re test) 
OXFORD REGIONAL TRAINING COURSE IN CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY 
Isis Education Centre 
WarneCord Hospital 
RooseveJ.t Drive 
Headington 
O>d"ord OX3 7JX 
Tel: 
Fax: 
O>d"ord (01865) 226431 Course Administrator 
226364 Course Secretary 
O>d"ord(01865) 226374 
Health professionals discussion of dementia with older adults: 
1\.1: application of the Theory of Planned Behayiour 
r am a trainee clinical psychologist conducting research on the above topic and have already been 
in touch with you. The study investigates what factors influence health professionals decisions to 
talk to older adults about the implications of their progressive memory problems (or dementia) . 
As part of the study I need a small percentage of the original group who completed the 
questionnaire to complete a second questionnaire. This will help me assess test-retes! qual ities o f 
the questionnaire in order to establish the trustworthiness of the results. TIlerefore [ would be 
most grateful if you could complete a second questionnaire according to your views and working 
practice over the past month. 
Questionnaires are being distributed to muses and clinical psychologists to assess test-retest 
qualities. Participation in thi s study is entirely voluntary. All questionnaire responses will be 
confidential and kept in a secured filing cabinet. No infonnation will be fedback to the serviccs 
involved in the study which will identi fY individual responses. 
Please complete the questionnai re if J Ou have 
• worked in thi s field for more than 6 months 
• had clinical contact with older adults with dementia over the last 6 months 
• a professional qualification as a nurse or clinica.l psychologist 
[fyou do not want to complete a second questionnai re, [would be grateful if you could retum the 
questionnaire in the S.A.E. enclosed. 
I have discussed this study with the Directorate Manager who supports the research, al though he 
wiU not look at the questionnaire responses. Further details about the study can be obtained fi·OIl I 
the contact information given at the bottom of this page. I will make arrangements to feedback 
the results of this research to those interested. ]n addition a sheet summarising the results and 
applications of this research will be available. 
This questionna ire takes twenty minutes max imum to complete. 
Thank you very much fOl" your interest in this research 
Suzanne Whitehead 
Please keep this sheet for your information 
Contact JnfQnnation· 
Suzanne Whitehead, Trainee Clinical Psychologist, Department of Clinical Psychology, Isis 
Education Centre, Wameford Hospital , Headington, Oxford OX3 7JX Tel. (0 1865) 2264~ I 
Appendix 6: Amendments made to part 5 of the revised questionnaire 
This section asks you about some personal details which will remain confidential. 
1. Do you spend most ofyoUI time working in mental health settings with older adults with : 
'Organic' difficulties 
'Functional' difficulties 
2 . Do you currently work in: 
Memory clinic 
CommUIiity Setting 
Ward Setting 
Residential Service 
Day HospitallUnit 
Other 
3 . What gender are you ? MALE 
FEMALE 
4. What is your profession? 
Nurse 
Clinical Psychologist 
5. How long have yo u been qualified ? 
B tick Q.m box 
Please tick all boxes which apply and Jlut an * 
asterisk next to the one you spend most of your time 
Please specify ...... ... ........ .... ... .. ..... ....... ... . 
R 
Please tick Q.m box 
B 
____ years/mon ths* 
* Delete liS ilpplieable 
6. How long have you worked with older ad ults 
in mental health settings since you qualified? ____ years/months'" 
7. How long have YO ll worked with older ad ult s 
with progressive memory problems? ____ years/months* 
8. Date of completing this questionnaire is: _____ 1997 
Part 6 
As part of this research you have been re-contacted. Thank you for completing a second 
questionnaire to help with the re-test statistics. Please provide your name and address once agajlJ 
so that it is possible to compare your individual responses. The infonnation given will remain 
confidential and will not be lIsed for any other purpose. On completion of thi s research, these 
reco rds will bc destroyed . 
Name : 
Address: _ ______________________ _ 
_______________ .Post ode _____ __ 
You may like to add comments of your own about thi s questionnaire which will be read with 
interest. Space is provided here, and please feel free to ,,/Tite on an add itional page. 
Thank you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire 
Suzanne Whitehead 
Appendix 7: Correspondence with three Research Ethics Committees 
Three proposals for Research Ethics Committee approval were sought from threL: loca! 
regions. Just one of the proposal forms will be presented as the other two arc similar i li 
content. Relevant correspondence with these Committees is presented along wlth the 
final letters of approval from all three Committees. 
CONFIDENTIAL 
APPLICATION NUMBER. ................... . 
HEALTH AUTHORITY 
PSYCHIATRIC RESEARCH ETHICS COMMITTEE 
APPLICATION FORM 
Before compieting O,is form, it is essential that you read the attached Guidelines for 
Applicants. Eleven copies of the completed form are required. 
1. Title of projed 
Health professionals discussion of dementia with older adults; an application of the 
Theory of Planned Behaviour 
2. Investigators 
Name and title of Responsible Investigator 
Or Philippa Garety, Academic Director of Oxford Regional Training Course in Clinical 
Psychology 
Name and Title of Key Investigator 
Ms. Suzanne Whitehead BSc. , Trainee Clinical Psychologist, Oxford Regional Training 
Course in Clinical Psychology. 
Post 
Qualifications 
DHA contract 
Responsible Investigator's post is Academic Director of the Oxford 
Regional Training Course in Clinical Psychology 
Key investigator's post is Trainee Clinical Psychologist 
Responsible Investigator: Or Philippa Garety, MA., M.Phi!. , PhD., 
C.Psycho!. , and Fellow of British Psychological Society. 
Key Investigator: Ms. Suzanne Whitehead, BSc. 
Or P. Garety and S. Whitehead both have contracts with 
Health Care Trust 
Address for correspondence and phone numbers 
(work and home) See page 2 
Responsible Investigator: 
Dr Philippa Garety, Academic Director, Department of Clinical Psychology, Isis Education 
Centre, Wameford Hospital, Warneford Lane, Headington, Oxford OX3 7 JX 
Direct Line 01865-226434 
OR Tel No. 01865-226431 Course Administrator 
Key Investigator: 
Suzanne Whitehead, Trainee Clinical Psychologist, Isis Education Centre, Warneford Hospital , 
Warneford Lane, Headington, Oxford OX3 7 JX 
Tel. No. 01865-226431 
3. Places where the research will be done (including other sites) 
Participants to be recruited from several Older Adult Psychiatric services in the 
region and the key investigator will contact all the appropriate Research Ethics 
Committees. Places where the research will be done include the 
services for older adults based at 
and services for older adults in The investigator is currently 
submitting proposals to the appropriate Research Ethics Committees and does not know the 
outcome of these proposals as yet. 
4. Starting date and duration of study 
From August 1996 to July 1997 
5. Arrangements for indemnity 
Indemnity is provided through the responsible and key investigators contract of 
employment with Mental Health Trust. The Responsible investigator also 
has professional indemnity insurance from the British Psychological Society. Indemnity 
2 
cover will be sort from Ms once ethica l approval has 
been secured. 
6. Aims of the project 
1. To find out what factors influence health professionals to decide to discuss with older 
adults the evidence for and implications of progressive memory problems (or dementia)? 
2. To find out if the Theory of Planned Behaviour model (Ajzen 1985, 1988; Ajzen & 
Madden, 1986) is a useful way of investigating health professionals attitudes to 
discussing progressive memory problems (dementia) with older adults? 
7. Scientific background of the project 
Research in oncology indicates a change in the attitude of health professionals to 
discussing a diagnosis of cancer and its implications with patients, in that they now prefer to tell 
cancer patients his/her diagnosis (Novack et aI., 1979). Oncology literature also highlights the 
benefits of discussing diagnosis with clients and how this effects planning of care, emotional 
adjustment, and discussion of the future by the pati Cl flt with relatives. 
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Within older adult literature, one study assessed hGW frequently old-age psyc;hiairi si ~ 
gave dementia patients and caregivers information about the patient's diagnosis and prognosi s 
Caregivers were invariably told of the diagnosis, while patients with severe dementia were 
almost never told, and psychiatrists' responses varied for patients with mild and moderate 
dementia (Rice & Warfler, 1994). A separate study found that older adults would want to be t(,jd 
if they were diagnosed with dementia (Erde et aI., 1988). Other literature outlines the benefits of 
early identification of dementia and diagnosis with patients . Early discussion of dementia can 
allow for patients to consider and plan to move to a more protective er.lVironment; and for 
caregivers to become involved in a support group where they can gain advice , support ane; 
information (Canadian Task Force, 1991) 
To summarise, the change in attitude of health professionals to discussing a diagnosis of 
cancer and its implications with patients does not seem to have happened for health 
professionals working with older adults with dementia. The reasons why hea lth profes::' iv(ILiL, 
prefer not to tell patients about their diagnosis of dementia and its implicat ions appears to be 
complex 
The proposed study aims to investigate the factors influencing health professiorlClls wtl,:m 
deciding to discuss the evidence for and implications of, progressive memory problems 
(dementia) with older adults . It is proposed that thi s study will be based on the theory u f Plul li le) " 
behaviour (Ajzen 1985, 1988; Ajzen & Madden, 1986) which is a model of human behaviour and 
decision-making, and will be described briefly below 
According to the theory of planned behaviour, three factors or beliefs predict how like ly a 
person is to carry out a particular behaviour (Ajzen & Madden, 1986). These are: 
1. Attitudes towards a behaviour - this is made up of both a positive or a negative evall.lai·ic, ,·: ( 11 
a particular behaviour and beliefs about the outcome of the behaviour (eg. exercising is tun 8 iii 
will improve my health). 
2 Subjective norm - this is composed of the perception of social norms and pressures to 
perform a behaviour, and an evaluation of whether the individual is motivated to comply with thi s 
pressure (eg. people who are important to me will approve if I lose weight and I want their 
approval) 
3. Perceived behavioural control - this is composed of a belief that the individual can carry OLl t a 
particular behaviour based upon a consideration of internal control factors (eg. ski lls , abilities , 
information) and external control factors (eg obstacles , opportunities) both relating to past 
behaviour. -
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The theory of planned behaviour has been applied to a wide variety of health-related 
behaviours. The theory has proved a useful model for examining various social behaviours. For 
example, Brubaker and Wickersham (1990) examined the role of the theory's different 
components in predicting testicular self-examination. This study reported that elements of the 
theory correlated with participants intention to perform the behav.iour. The proposed study is 
applying the Theory of Planned Behaviour to find out what factors are important when health 
professionals decide to discuss dementia with patients or not. 
8. Design of the project 
1. Single group survey design . 
2. Survey to use questionnaire to investigate staff attitudes of health professionals to 
discussing dementia with older adults. 
3. Main analysis will be a within group multiple-regression and correlation. 
9. Subjects 
Healthy subjects Patients Control pati ents 
The subjects will be nurses and cl inica l psychologi sts working with in psychiatric services 
for older adults . 
Numbers to be studi ed (and 
sex ratio) 
Age range 
Inclusion 
Exclusion criteria 
Basis for choice 
of sample size 
10. Payment of subjects 
To recru it approximate ly 100-200 subjects: sex rati o 
undetermined as yet - it is likely that the subjects wi ll be 
predominatly female 
Age 18 - 65 years 
Subjects to be qualified nurses and clinica l 
psychologists who work in older adult psychiatric services. 
Subjects must have worked with older adults for more than six 
months. 
Qualified nurses and clinical psycholog ists who have worked 
with older adults for less than six months. 
Sample size has been chosen in order to carry out a multip le 
regression analysis 
The proposed study does not intend to pay its subjects. Subjects wi ll be offered verbai 
and/or written feedback about the resu lt s of the study 
11. Mode of recruitment 
It is planned to recruit clinical psychologist subjects through the Clinical 
Psychologist's National Special Interest Group for Older Adults. 
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Nursing subjects will be recruited from several services for older adults including 
the services in 
and The investigator has liaised with Clinical Psychologists within the 
Region who have verbally consented to support the study. 
A letter will be sent to all of the older adults services involved requesting the 
Service Manager's consent. 
12. Procedures 
i) Interviews and self-report questionnaires 
1. A pilot version of a questionnaire to be generated (see appendix 1 for draft pilot) 
derived from the model of the Theory of Planned Behaviour. 
2. The pilot questionnaire to be distributed to 50 subjects, and comments wi ll be 
requested from subjects about the pilot. 
3. A revised questionnaire will be generated from the initial pilot questionnaire. This 
revised questionnaire to be foryvarded to the Research Ethics Committee if 
required . 
4. The revised questionnaire to be mailed to 100 - 200 subjects 
5. A second mail-shot of the revised questionnaire will be sent to a subgroup of subjects 
in order to assess test-retest reliability of the revised questionnaire. 
ii) Recordings (videotape and/or audiotape) 
None 
iii) Samples (arterial, veneous, urine, CSF, biopsis etc.) 
None 
iv) Administration of radio-isotopes 
No 
v) Administration of X-rays 
No 
vi) Administration of substances or agents other than drugs (e.g. diets, phlfsic:al 
agents such as heat, radiations, etc.) 
No 
vii) Other procedures (e.g. procedures from experimental psychology, 
psychophysiology tests, exercise tests, etc). 
viii) 
None 
Substances to be administered 
Drugs 1 
Approved name 
Proprietary name 
(if any) 
Formulation 
Dose 
Frequency 
Route 
2 
None 
3 
6 
Possible complications (append details if necessary) 
MCA status and number • 
PUCT/CTXfDDX 
• MCA (Medicines Control Agency) 
PL (Product licence) - append a copy of the relevant data sheet. 
CTC/CTX (Clinical Trial Exemption) and DDX 
(Doctors and Dentists Exemption) - append a statement on the adverse 
effects and long-term safety of the drug, and a copy of the certificate. 
13. Information and consent 
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Consent of the various Service Managers will be secured. An information sheet to be 
sent out with the questionnaires will clarify that participation in the study is optional, 
voluntary and that all responses will be anonymous (see draft information sheet in 
appendix 2). Subjects approached will be considered to opt into the study when subjects 
complete the questionnaire (see appendix 3). 
All information gathered will remain confidential - see section 18. 
BE SURE YOU HAVE READ THE GUIDELINES FOR APPLICANTS 
Remember to enclose the Information Sheet and Consent Form 
Information to be given to subjects: 
If you have any queries, I can be contacted as below : 
See Information Sheet in Appendix 2 
See Consent form in Appendix 3 
14. Agreement of the responsible clinician 
Not applicable. 
15. Informing the patient's general practitioner 
Not relevant 
16. Fundmg 
A budge~t of one hundred pounds has been allocated to the key inw~s 1:i~j;:i r (.: : .;:. :;: ,co' 
travel expenses and the cost of photocopying the questionnaires Thi s tla:~ t l ;"t)1 
allocated by the Training Course. 
17. Material gain 
Investigators do not have a financial interest in carrying out thi s stuejy and wi ll not 
receive any form of material gain from the study 
18. Confidentiality and data protection 
All completed questionnaires will be kept In a locked filing cabinet All resul ts will be 
reported anonymous ly. 
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Subjects will be assigned a confidential identifica tion code for data analysi s purposes, 
known only to the key investigator. On the data analysis fil e, the ident ification codes I,vill 
be used and the key to the codes wi ll be stored at a different location to the computer 
fil e. Once data analysis has taken place, the questionnaires wil l bf:l :, .. ,., .. ... ,::; .. 
codes destroyed. 
9 
The infonnation given on this application fonn, is to the best of my knowledge and belief, 
accurate. I have read the Guidelines for Applicants (10.9.93) and understand my 
obligations and the rights of the subjects to be studied, particularly in regard to the giving 
of infonnation and the obtaining of consent. 
Name of principallnvestigator. ..... J!.~: .... . f~.t .~.l .P.t~ ..... &. .~.~ ......... . 
Signature ..... . P~.~ ..... ............... ............... ........... .... .. ..... 
Date .. 2·~··JV.·9 ···S .4 .. 
Name of R:ey Investigator .. ... ~Ul-(\N0.E .... (.\i'{1 .1T Cl\tfl{) ... 
Signat~,e SwkJvl~J ............................ ......... ............ ... ..  . 
~l · l · q ·b Date ... ... ... .......... .. ... L ...... . ... ... ... . 
. } A ."i I (\- .Jv: Name of Second Supervisor . /.... ..... .. ... ... .. 
Date. ·1 QC 
_. 
Dept of Clinical Psychology 
Isis Education Centre 
Warneford Hospital 
Application Number: 96/34 
Tel. 
Fax : 
Title: Health Profession}lls di scuss ion of demcntia with oldcr" adlllt s; all application of 
the theo,), of planned behaviour"" 
D ear Dr 
This appli cati on was considered by the Psychi atri c Resea rch Ethi cs Co mmittee at its meeting 
on 6th August 1996. The app li cation was approved subj ect to the foll owing conditio ns: 
(i) Althoug h the Committee does normally require the Roya l College o f Physicians consent 
form that you supplied, for thi s particular application the Committee felt that a consent form 
would not be necessary as completion and return of the questionnaires would indicate consent. 
Please direct your reply and copies of any amended letters or information sheets, lo Dr 
Chairman of the Psychiatric Research Ethics Conunittee, 
Best wishes, 
~ J;v",-J,,-
Dr 
Secretary 
Psychiatric Research Ethi cs Committee 
OXFORD REGIONAL TRAINING COURSE IN CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY 
COURSE DIRECTOR: 
Mrs. Jane Dunn, M.PhiL, C.Psychoi 
ASSOCIATE & ACADEMIC DIRECTOR: 
Dr Philippa Garety, PhD., C .Psychol 
Direct Line: 
Tel: 
Fax: 
Or. 
Oxford (0186:» 226305 Jane Dunn 
Oxford (01865) 226434 Dr Philippa Garety 
Oxford (01865) 226431 Course Adminis tra tor 
226364 Course Secretary 
Oxford (01865) 226364 
C ha irman of the Psychiatri c Research Ethi cs om mittcc 
5 th September 1996 
Dear Dr 
ls is Education Cen t.r(! 
Warneford Hnsl'i ; .) 
Roosevelt Drive 
Headington 
Oxford OX3 7J X 
I I ca Ith rofcssiona Is discu ss ion of dcmcn ti il \\" i tl1_QJd C .. L l 1(tltLt s.J\ IJ.J!..p(!lica tW.ll _QCUI C 
Theorv of Planned Behavio ur 
App lication Numbe r 96/34 
I received a copy of the letter sent to Or da tcd 8.8.96, concerning the above 
application which was submitted for ethi ca l approva l frolll the Psych ia tri c Resea rch 
Ethics Committee. 
T he Committee provided approval for the study subj ect to one condition. As suggested 
by the Committee, I will not use a consent form as pal1 oUhe :;;,.11.; / 
be indicated through completion and return of the ques tionnaires .• .,{vd! i'i' , ~ u,·. ; ""'! '. 
of any amended letters or information sheets to you for approva l beforc going ahc<1d w ith 
thc study. 
Yo urs sincere ly, 
Suzanne Whitehead 
Trainee Clinical Psyc hologi st 
c .c . Dr Oxford Regiona l T raining 
Course in C lini ca l Psychology 
17 September 1996 
Ms Suzanne Whitehead 
Trainee Clinical Psychologist 
Isis Education Centre 
Warneford Hospital 
Roosevelt Drive 
Headingtcli 
Oxford 
OX37JX 
Dear Ms Whitehead 
RE: OPREC APPLICATION NO: 96-:)<1 
"Health professionals discussion of dementia with older adults: A" l'j 'l)i, ' t !. 
planned behaviour" 
Tc(: 
Fax: 
Thank: you for your letter of 5 September 1996. The stu dy now hrts fi ,l i l! , , , .~ 
Yours sincerely 
Dr 
Chairman, 
cc: Dr 
Consultant Psychiatrist 
Psychiatric Research Ethics Committee 
DG\Disk7\PLlCLlENTSIIIcning.D 
Health Authority 
Hospi ta l NHS Trust 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Vale Local Research E thics Committee 
5 August 1996 
Isis Education Cen~re 
Warneford Hospital 
Warneford Lane 
Headington 
Oxford OX3 7JX 
Dear 
Tcl .ph o ll e 
Dir t'\:t 1 jlW 
Fax: 
Re: Project NC704 - "Hea lth profess iona l s di scuss i o n of de lll e n tia 
with olde r adults ; a n a pplica t i on of t he 
The ory o f Pl a nned Be h a v ) o l1 r " 
Thank you for submitting your r esearch propo Ra .1 
The Chairman has cons ide r e d your propos al 
does not need Ethical Committee approval 
including patients. 
a nd has stated t hat it 
as i t . is r esearch not 
He is therefore happy for i tto proceed wi t hout . Ethlcdl Co mm i t tee 
approval. 
Commi ttee and Admini s tra ti ves Services i\iIdjWq . -:f. 
M~mbtn: Or M \Vchky (Ch:UHI1.lJll. Sir Roy ltardll1g. ~1 rs ~1 Aslon, Or S F!crgc, Df U ShUlC, Or (i 13ll1on.. Or T Mc:t.g.ha.l.>r S Hl.lldJch. Miss.'\ N<L~h. Mr P Row!.>ouwll 
S<cr<U.-,: Mr R M flul 
NHS TRUST 
-------------------- --_ .. _. _ .. _--
Local Research Ethics Committee 
25 September 1996 
Ms Suzanne Whitehead 
Trainee Clinical Psychologist 
Isis Education Centre 
Warneford Hospital 
Roosevelt Drive 
Headington 
Oxford 0X3 'Z.JX 
Dear Ms Whitehead, 
Tel: 
REC308 Health professionals discussion of dem entia with older adults: 
An application of the theory of planned behaviour 
Fax: 
Thank you for your submission of the above project which was considered. at the recent 
meeting of the . LREC. I am happy to give form al approval for thi s study, but 
should like copies of the final subject information sheet and revised questionnaire when 
available. Please note that this approval is for a period of two years only. 
We would be grateful if you would complete the enclosed R & D proformas and return 
them using the envelopes provided. 
Good luck with the project. 
Yours sincerely 
pr Dr . 
Consultant 
Chainnan, Research Ethics Committee 
enc: 
Appendix 8: Post-test analyses for multiple regress ions 
Two post-test analyses were employed after the first and second multiple regression 
analyses (Results sections 3.4.2. 1 & 3.4.3). The results are presented in Table: J 6 . 
Table 16 Post-test analyses following multipl e regress ions 
'
---------.----------;---------------------1 i Z scores i Significance values I 
~ i ) ~egressionl ,-- 1.61 i 0.01 * --I 
\Reo-ression 2 I 1.63 i 0.01 * I _ :0 ___________ .____ ........ _____________ I 
* -p<.05, 2-tailed 
Non-significant results from the post-test analyses for regression i & 2 tndic;Ht.:d 
that the data- is not normally distributed in both regressions. Thus, the reg.F~;;'~i \ i "· -"':l:~ 
not confirmed by post-test analyses , and the results were treate I 'N~ (h _-;u :." .' 
Appendix 9: Tests investi gati ng differences between groups 
The results of the Chi-square tests (i n Results section 3.4 .2.3) indicate that there was not 
a signifi cant link indicating that there was more likely to be more male or female 
participants in either of the professions. There was not a signi fi cant link to indicated that 
either profession would work more predominantly with clients with organically- or 
functionally-based difficult ies. These results are presented in Table 16 below. To 
summarise, no differences were found between the frequ";ncies of gender and type of 
client di ffi cul ty (organically versus functionally-ill ) between professions. 
Tabl e 16: Di fferences between professions 
iOrganicaJly- ill 
I 
:older adults 
·Fun ctiona lly- ill ' 
:old er adults 
90 
57 
70 
Il S - non-significant p value. 
49 37 
------~. 
(3 1) 35 
(38) n 
20 
-. ---. 
( 19) 
0.06 ns 
( 12) 
Appendix 10: rov-Sm imov oodness or Fit Te lS. 
One sample Kolmogorov-Sm imov Goodness of Fi t Tests (no n-parametric) were used to 
assess whethe r certain variables \vere normally di stributed and the results are 
summarised in Table 17. Tests investi gated whether the first behavioural intenti on item 
(global question), the second behavioural intention item (vignette) , and the assessments 
of past behaviour were nonnall y di stributed in each professiona l group (in Results 
sections 3.4.4.1 & 3.4.4 .2) . Tests were a lso used to investigate whether the first 
behavioural intention item (globa l question) data was normally di stributed in each o r the 
gender groups (Results sect ion 3.4.4.3). 
Table 17 Summary of One Sample Ko lmogorov-Smimov Good ness of Fit Tests 
, 
, 
I 
.. . -. _. . .-
:S ignificancc v~~lucs \vith Z scores iNorm,l! 
L ... ___ . ____ .. ___ .. __ .. _ : ... Men : Women ; Nurses 
- !.- _ .... _ ..... - -- \._- - --
: iDistribution 
!_~_~y~}.!Q!2~~~S-i (Y ~~ 0 ) 
:r.· iP}t behavio~ural . 
imtention item 
I 
iSecond behavioura l 
!intenrion item 
iAssessment of 
!past behavi our 
ii:lfst behavioural 
I . .. ill1tennon Item 
--------._- _. 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
000* 
l =-- 1 89 
N/A - test not applicab le; * - p< (J 5 
N/A . 0.02* 
Z= 1.52 
N/A 0.0 1 * 
Z= I.68 
:/A 0 .0 1* 
0.00* 
l =2.39 
Z= 1.67 
- .-
N/A 
i 0.00* No 
I Z=2.65 
0.00* No 
Z=2.69 
0 .00 * No 
Z:o=347 
N/.'\ No 
Table 17 summari ses the results of tests to investigate normal distributions. The 
results indicated tha t nurses (n=57) and c linica l psychologists (n= 127) reached 
;,ignificance levels of p<.05 for the first behavioural intention item (global quest ion). 
This indicates that this behavioural intention item did not havea nonnal di stribution of 
responses to the first behavio ural intention item in each of the professions. The results 
indicated that both professions reached significance levels of p<.OS for the second 
behavioural intention item (the vignette). This indicates that thi s behavioura l intention 
item did not have a normal distribution of responses in each of the professions. The 
results for the estimation of past behaviour item indicated that both professions 
s ignificance levels of p <.OS . The results indicate that the past behav iour item a lso did 
not have a normal di stribution of responses in each of the profess ions. 
The results indicated that both men (n=S7) and women (n= ~ 2. 7) reached 
significance level s ofp<. OS for the first behavioura l intention item (globlll question) . 
These results indicate that- thi s item did not have a normal di stribution of responses in . 
each of the sexes. To summari se, results of these tests investigating normal distributi o n 
of data indicate that all the items outlined above were not normally distributed . 
